2018 SPRING
COMMENCEMENT

Saturday, May Fifth
Two Thousand Eighteen
Bresnan Arena, Taylor Center
Minnesota State University, Mankato

To Our Guests

Today we recognize our graduates’ accomplishments. This ceremony is an important and meaningful occasion for students, their families and friends, and the faculty and staff of Minnesota State University, Mankato. We offer you the following guidelines to enhance the dignity and smooth flow of the ceremony:

Please withhold applause during the presentation of the degrees until all candidates for graduation have returned to their seats.

Please remain seated throughout the ceremony.

Please do not enter the aisles to take pictures or video of the graduates. Arrangements have been made to have three professional photos taken of each graduate.

When the ceremony has concluded, we ask that you immediately proceed out of the arena. Your cooperation ensures a pleasant, memorable experience for everyone.

Thank you.
Program
9:00 A.M.

MSU Hymn Fanfare
Arranged by Dr. Douglas Snapp

Processional March
Pomp and Circumstance
Edward Elgar
Arranged by Dr. Douglas Snapp and Dr. Michael Olson

National Anthem
Gabriel Sell, ‘18
Minnesota State University, Mankato

Greetings
Basil Ajuo
Board of Trustees
Minnesota State System

Welcome to the Minnesota State University, Mankato
Chris Meyer ‘90, President
Alumni Association

Student Speakers
Latisha T. Townsend
Bachelor of Science, Communication Studies
College of Arts and Humanities

Faical Rayani
Bachelor of Science, Computer Information Technology
College of Science, Engineering and Technology

Conferring of Degrees
(Interlude music by xxxxx)

Recessional March*
“Hornpipe” (from Water Music)
George Fredric Handel
Orchestrated by Dr. Douglas Snapp
Produced by Dr. Michael Olson

Celebration
Kool & The Gang
Orchestrated by Dr. Douglas Snapp
Produced by Dr. Michael Olson

Musicians:
Keyboard / Conductor
Zachary Brown, Percussion
Elias Hernandez, Alto Saxophone
Jacob Johnson, Tuba
David Kaiser, Trumpet
Julian Manley, Trumpet
Cole Vandermark, Trombone

*Audience to remain seated.
Platform Guests

RICHARD DAVENPORT
President
Minnesota State University, Mankato

BASIL AJUO
Board of Trustees
Minnesota State System

LYNN D. AKEY
Associate VP for Institutional Research, Strategy and Effectiveness

MATT CECIL
Dean of the College of Arts and Humanities

ANNE DAHLMAN
Acting Dean of Global Education

ROBERT FLEISCHMAN
Associate Provost and Associate VP for Academic Affairs

MARK A. JOHNSON
CIO and Vice President for IT Solutions

DAVID P. JONES
Vice President for Student Affairs and Enrollment Management

BRIAN MARTENSEN
Dean of the College of Science, Engineering and Technology

CHRIS MEYER
President of Minnesota State University, Mankato Alumni Association

HENRY MORRIS
Dean of Institutional Diversity

THOMAS NORMAN
Dean of University Extended Education

JOAN ROCA
Dean of Library Services

KENT STANLEY
Vice President for University Advancement

STEPHEN STOYNOFF
Interim Associate VP of Research and Dean of Graduate Education

RICHARD J. STRAKA
Vice President for Finance and Administration

Marilyn J. Wells
Provost and Senior Vice President for Academic Affairs

GINGER L. ZIERDT
Assistant VP for Undergraduate Education

Procession Participants

FACULTY HONOR MARSHALS
Kimberly Contag, Professor, College of Arts and Humanities
Harry Peterson, Professor, College of Science, Engineering and Technology

JUNIOR HONOR MARSHALS
Callie Pospishil, College of Arts and Humanities
Divin Emmanuel Kashala Bebela, College of Science, Engineering and Technology

COLLEGE OF ARTS & HUMANITIES MARCHING FACULTY

PROFESSORS
Brandon Cooke
Dan Cronn-Mills
Paul Hustoles
Julie Kerr-Berry
David McCarl
Roland Nord
John Paul
Steve Smith

ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS
Enrique Torner
David Viscoli

ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS
Evan Bibbee
Kirsti Cole
Karen Lybeck
Joshua Preiss
Mavis Richardson
David Rogers
Dan Stark

ASSISTANT PROFESSORS
Scott Anderson
Edward Avila
Alfredo Duplat
Rachael Hanel
Paolo Infante
Laura Jacobs
Anne Kerber
Chris McCormick
Areca Roe
Melissa Rosenberger
Steven Rybin
Elizabeth Williamsen

COLLEGE OF SCIENCE, ENGINEERING & TECHNOLOGY MARCHING FACULTY

PROFESSORS
Geoffrey Goellner
Francis T. Hannick
Muhammed Khaliq
In-Jae Kim
John Krenz
Mark Pickar
Dansae Quirk Dorr
Patrick Tebbe
Yea-Ling Tsao
Charles Waters
Gun Zhang

ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS
Rachel Cohen
Brad Cook
Mohamed F. Diab
Stephen Druschel
Puteri Megat Hamari
Dean Kelley
Marie Miller-Pomije
Leah Roue
Guarionex Salivia
Brian D. Wasserman

ASSISTANT PROFESSORS
Shaheen Ahmed
Thomas Brown
Rajeev Bukralia
Seongjin Kim
Sarah Kruse
Allison Land
Eleanor Leung
Elizabeth Pluskwik
Rob Sleezer
Winston Sealy
Jacob Swanson
Yuezhou Wang
Nazli Wodzinski
Xuanhui Wu
Mohammad Yamin

LIBRARY FACULTY
Robert L. Bothmann
Kellian Clink
Lynne Weber

ADMINISTRATIVE and SUPPORT FACULTY
John Bulcock
Debra Schulz
Chad Wittkop
Mark Zuiker

Robert L. Bothmann
Kellian Clink
Lynne Weber
College of Graduate Studies
The candidates will be presented by Stephen Stoynoff, Dean.

MASTER OF FINE ARTS

Kathryn S. Arbuckle, Williamsburg, Virginia
Creative Writing
Advisor: Geoffrey Herbach
Thesis: Swimmergirl

Tyler S. Barton, Mankato
Creative Writing
Advisor: Robin Becker
Thesis: Get Empty

Michael W. Bremer, Corunna, Michigan
Creative Writing
Advisor: Diana Joseph
Thesis: Run and Jump

Emily M. Buehler, Mazeppa
Creative Writing
Advisor: Richard Robbins
Thesis: Heirloom

James A. Figy, Mankato
Creative Writing
Advisor: Geoffrey Herbach
Thesis: Scavenger Hunt

Kristin N. Fox, Mankato
Theatre Arts
Advisor: Melissa Rosenberger
Thesis: The Directing of Melanie Marnich’s These Shining Lives

Matthew A. Gilbertson, Mankato
Theatre Arts
Advisor: George Grubb
Thesis: Technical Direction of Little Women

Jessica Guess, Fort Lauderdale, Florida
Creative Writing
Advisor: Diana Joseph
Thesis: Karlie, Karlie, Where Did You Go?

Donald C. Hart, Elroy, Wisconsin
Theatre Arts
Advisor: Dr. Paul Hustoles
Thesis: The Direction of Why Torture is Wrong, and the People Who Love Them

Michelle Hilderbrand, Mankato
Creative Writing
Advisor: Robin Becker

Emily M. Johnson, New Richmond, Wisconsin
Creative Writing
Advisor: Diana Joseph

Emily J. Kimball, Mankato
Theatre Arts
Advisor: David McCarl
Thesis: The Costume Design of Little Women the Musical

Cassandra M. Knudsen, Gulfport, Mississippi
Creative Writing
Advisor: Geoffrey Herbach
Thesis: The Phoenix Lantern

Alexis M. Kruckeberg, New Richland
Creative Writing
Advisor: Candace Black
Thesis: The Sweetest Meat

Amanda R. Malone, Mankato
Creative Writing
Advisor: Diana Joseph

Alyssa Striplin, Independence, Missouri
Creative Writing
Advisor: Geoffrey Herbach

MASTER OF ARTS

Jason D. Boldt, Pine City
Art
Advisor: Amy Toscani
Thesis: A Profile in Scale

Nolan D. Brinkman, Saint Peter
Communication Studies
Advisor: Dr. Laura Jacobi
Thesis: Racial Identities on Social Media: Projecting Racial Identities on Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter

Bernadette Cash, Normal, Illinois
English
Advisor: Dr. Jennifer Veltsos

Wendi F. Coleman, Xenia, Ohio
English
Advisor: Dr. Roland Nord

Balencia S. Crosby, Spring, Texas
Communication Studies
Advisor: Dr. Kristi Treinen

Matthew E. Gabriel, Nigeria
Mathematics
Advisor: Dr. Namyong Lee

Bonnie C. Gomez Torres, Colombia
English
Advisor: Paolo Infante

Alyssa Harter, Omaha, Nebraska
Communication Studies
Advisor: Dr. Laura Jacobi
Ching-I Huang, Taiwan
English
Advisor: Paolo Infante

Khadiza Tul Jannat, Bangladesh
Communication Studies
Advisor: Dr. Anne Kerber

Jesse J. LaPorte, Little Falls
Mathematics
Advisor: Dr. In-Jae Kim

Kyle D. Lenzen, Eden Prairie
Art
Advisor: Brian Frink
Thesis: Augmentation of Music

Joseph L. Loeffler, Mankato
Mathematics
Advisor: Dr. Namyoung Lee

Thomas Maldonado, Jr., Mankato
English
Advisor: Dr. Glen Poupore

Tia M. Massar, LaPorte
Communication Studies
Advisor: Dr. David Engen

Benjamin M. Matzke, Nicollet
Communication Studies
Advisor: Dr. Deepa Oommen

Caroline R. McGowan, Mankato
English
Advisor: Dr. Gwen Westerman

Hanna I. Newman, Lake City
Art
Advisor: Todd Shanafelt
Thesis: MISFITS

Nasiba Z. Norova, Uzbekistan
English
Advisor: Dr. Sarah Henderson Lee

Anthony C. Peavy, Bondurant, Iowa
Communication Studies
Advisor: Dr. Justin Rudnick

Lal Bahadur Rana, Nepal
English
Advisor: Dr. Sarah Henderson Lee
Thesis: L1 Use in L2 Writing: A Case of Multilingual Undergraduates in a Basic Writing Course

Marcus A. Rembert, Birmingham, Alabama
Communication Studies
Advisor: Dr. David Engen

Philip M. Robey, Stewartville
Mathematics
Advisor: Dr. Namyoung Lee

Kathleen Romero, Springfield, Missouri
English
Advisor: Dr. Abigail Bakke

Abigail Saffert, New Ulm
English
Advisor: Dr. Danielle Haque

Joshua A. Schutz, Stoddard, Wisconsin
Art
Advisor: Todd Shanafelt
Thesis: Fruitcake

Morgan C. Sierra, Mankato
Art
Advisor: Elizabeth Miller
Thesis: Home is Where the Morphine Is

Samantha Sousa, Tulare, California
English
Advisor: Dr. Jennifer Veltsos

Adrienne Urban, Cedar Falls, Iowa
English
Advisor: Dr. Roland Nord

Gina S. Weber, Findlay, Ohio
English
Advisor: Dr. Roland Nord

Adam W. Wissman, Minneiska
English
Advisor: Dr. Roland Nord

Riley Zahn, Menomonee Falls, Wisconsin
Communication Studies
Advisor: Dr. Justin Rudnick

Siyu Yang, China
Music
Advisor: Dr. David Viscoli

MASTER OF SCIENCE

Omoshalewa R. Adebibi, Nigeria
Information Technology
Advisor: Dr. Cyrus Azarbod

Ravali Akkati, India
Electrical Engineering
Advisor: Dr. Han-Way Huang

Pranay Ananthula, India
Information Technology
Advisor: Dr. Cyrus Azarbod

Santhosh Annambhotla, India
Information Technology
Advisor: Dr. Cyrus Azarbod

Sriram Reddy Annem, India
Information Technology
Advisor: Dr. Cyrus Azarbod

Leslie A. Anorga, Mankato
Spanish for the Professions
Advisor: Dr. Kimberly Contag

Ulises O. Ayala, Saint Joseph
Spanish for the Professions
Advisor: Dr. Alfredo Duplat

Arun Babu, India
Information Technology
Advisor: Dr. Cyrus Azarbod

Saroj Bhetawal, Nepal
Electrical Engineering
Advisor: Dr. Puteri Megat Hamari

Sai P. Chowdavaram, India
Information Technology
Advisor: Dr. Cyrus Azarbod

Vinay K. Dabbiru, India
Information Technology
Advisor: Dr. Christophe Veltsos

Brian M. Dorr, Minneapolis
Communication & Composition
Advisor: Dr. Dan Cronn-Mills

Zithendrareddy Duba, India
Information Technology
Advisor: Dr. Christophe Veltsos
Gulmira A. Fazilova, Uzbekistan
Math: Statistics Option
Advisor: Dr. Mezbahur Rahman

Alicia E. Freeman, Mankato
Biology
Advisor: Dr. John Krenz

Manju B. Gandhamuneni, India
Information Technology
Advisor: Dr. Cyrus Azarbod

Yamini Bhavya Garlapati, India
Electrical Engineering
Advisor: Dr. Nannan He

Michael J. Hedin, Andover
Electrical Engineering
Advisor: Dr. Xuanhui Wu

Yahya Jabri, Morocco
Electrical Engineering
Advisor: Dr. Puteri Megat Hamari

Yang Jiao, China
Math: Statistics Option
Advisor: Dr. Han Wu

Jongyun Jung, Republic of Korea
Math: Statistics Option
Advisor: Dr. Mezbahur Rahman

Charindu Kariyawasan Jalath Thanth,
Sri Lanka
Manufacturing Engineering Technology
Advisor: Dr. Gary Mead
Thesis: Enhanced Handheld Engine
Ethanol Study

Rojan Kumar Katuwal, Nepal
Manufacturing Engineering Technology
Advisor: Dr. Kuldeep Agarwal

Satish Kumar, India
Information Technology
Advisor: Dr. Cyrus Azarbod

Scott E. Malotka, Winona
Biology
Advisor: Dr. Robert Sorensen
Thesis: Patterns of Trematode Distribution
from Hosts Collected at Lake
Winnibigoshish, Minnesota State
University, Mankato

Thevaraja Mayooran, Sri Lanka
Math: Statistics Option
Advisor: Dr. Mezbahur Rahman

Jacob A. Michels, Hanska
Applied Statistics
Advisor: Dr. Mezbahur Rahman

Bhagya Sree Nanavath, India
Manufacturing Engineering Technology
Advisor: Dr. Kuldeep Agarwal

Sirri T. Ngwa, Brooklyn Park
Biology
Advisor: Dr. Timothy Secott
Thesis: Designing a Luminescence
Assay to Measure In Vitro Binding
of the Fibronectin Attachment Protein
(FAP) of Mycobacterium avium
subspecies paratuberculosis to
Fibronectin

Kathryn G. Novotny, Rochester
Communication & Composition
Advisor: Dr. Kirsti Cole

Noel Opoti, Saint Paul
Manufacturing Engineering Technology
Advisor: Dr. Shaheen Ahmed

Melissa J. Oubre, Courtland
Biology
Advisor: Dr. Phillip Larson

Joshua N. Peters, Zumbrota
Biology
Advisor: Dr. Rachel Cohen
Thesis: Gene Regulation in the
Hypothalamic-Pituitary-Gonadal Axis
of the Green Anole Lizard
(Anolis carolinensis)

Channing L. Pick, Le Mars, Iowa
Communication Studies
Advisor: Dr. Kristi Treinen

Kishore Kumar Podilla, India
Manufacturing Engineering Technology
Advisor: Dr. Harry Petersen

Sanjusha Polkampally, India
Electrical Engineering
Advisor: Dr. Nannan He

Sai Deepak Pothagani, India
Information Technology
Advisor: Dr. Cyrus Azarbod

Neelima Racherla Krishna, India
Information Technology
Advisor: Dr. Cyrus Azarbod

Sneha Salla, India
Information Technology
Advisor: Dr. Cyrus Azarbod

Bindusree Samikeri, India
Information Technology
Advisor: Dr. Cyrus Azarbod

Oumar Sanogo, Mali
Biology
Advisor: Dr. Allison Land

Siguian M. Sawadogo, Mankato
Math: Statistics Option
Advisor: Dr. Deepak Sanjel

Tharuka D. Senevirathne, Sri Lanka
Electrical Engineering
Advisor: Dr. Vincent Winstead

Alexander L. Sheldon, Austin
Manufacturing Engineering Technology
Advisor: Dr. Kuldeep Agarwal

Sratsav Ram Shrestha, Nepal
Electrical Engineering
Advisor: Dr. Qun Zhang

Jaysimha Reddy Sonti Reddy, India
Engineering
Advisor: Dr. Jin Park

Sandarsh Sridhar, India
Information Technology
Advisor: Dr. Cyrus Azarbod

Aaron R. Stokke, Chaska
Physics
Advisor: Dr. Analia Dall’Asen

Kurt M. Straube, Ossian, Iowa
Communication & Composition
Advisor: Dr. Dan Cronn-Mills

Giri Chandra S. Talagadadeevi, India
Information Technology
Advisor: Dr. Cyrus Azarbod

Steven C. Thuening, Waconia
Manufacturing Engineering Technology
Advisor: Dr. Kuldeep Agarwal
Thesis: Manufacturing a Composite
Wheel Prototype Using 3D Printed
Molds

Eric Tiedeken, Faribault
Information Technology
Advisor: Dr. Cyrus Azarbod
Quan H. Tran, Pueblo, Colorado  
Biology  
Advisor: Dr. Geoffrey Goellner  
Thesis: Expression of FAM171B Protein in Mouse Brain Tissue

Indumini A. Weeramantri, Sri Lanka  
Biology  
Advisor: Dr. Michael Bentley

Kelly L. Wray, Rosemount  
Spanish  
Advisor: Dr. Kimberly Contag

Joshua A. Wuollet, Staples  
Math: Statistics Option  
Advisor: Dr. Deepak Sanjel

Pavankumar Yakkali, India  
Information Technology  
Advisor: Dr. Cyrus Azarbod

Mohammad Safath Zaman, Bangladesh  
Information Technology  
Advisor: Dr. Cyrus Azarbod
College of Arts and Humanities
The candidates will be presented by Matt Cecil, Dean.

SUMMA CUM LAUDE

Sarah A. Aldrich, Spanish Education K-12
Joy Andrews, Philosophy, Politics & Economics
Abby D. Berg, Mass Media
Mairin T. Bierer, Art History
Andrea N. Bongaloo Miraflor, Communication Studies
Greta Gleiter, English
Andrew J. Hansen, Creative Writing
Michelle I. Manivel, Spanish
Macaria J. Meza, Theatre Arts
Margaret J. Murphy, Communication Studies
Sarah M. O’Brien, Communications Arts & Literature Education
Omoleso R. Oggunowo, Philosophy
David R. Ostrom, Music Industry
Taehui Park, Mass Media
Kyle M. Quast, Film and Media Studies
Jessica J. Staricka, English
Alissa K. Thielges, Mass Media
Sarah Thomas, Theatre Arts
Roberta Zamma Gallarati, Art

MAGNA CUM LAUDE

Lindsay Abram, Interdisciplinary Studies
Courtney C. Anderson, Mass Media
Henry A. Anderson, Theatre Arts
Maria Ardanova, German
Julia J. Armstrong, Dance
Abdullah S. Bachelani, Film and Media Studies
Isabella R. Barberena, Theatre Arts
Joshua R. Bartels, Art
Ryan M. Carter, Interdisciplinary Studies
Mikhayla R. Clausen, Theatre Arts
Alexander J. Dupont, Spanish
Samantha C. Fairchild, Theatre Arts
Jacklyn A. Gehling, Cognitive Science
Megan E. George, Spanish
Elisa T. Goodsell, Mass Media
Stephen J. Hewitt, Technical Communication
Kayla C. Jensen, Art
Youngmin Kim, Mass Media
Zachary J. Liverseed, Film and Media Studies
Kayla J. Meyer, Communication Studies
Sarah Mitchell, Mass Media
Max Moser, Art
Jamie R. Nesbit, Technical Communication
Kayla A. Newell, Communication Studies
Ly Y. Nguyen, Art Education
Daniella M. Reardon Bouche, Mass Media
Shelbi M. Schadendorf, Communication Studies
Laura K. Schugel, Music: Education
Morgan R. Seaton, Mass Media
Mikeya B. Stadler, Mass Media
Haley J. Thompson, Art Education
Latisa T. Townsend, Communication Studies
Jessica Turek, Mass Media
Alexis D. Vencill, Theatre Arts
Andrea R. Weaver, Communication Studies
Elizabeth J. Wick, Communication Studies
Alyssa A. Pilney, Art
Mary Pine, Mass Media
Cole A. Polson, Communications Arts & Literature Education
Dustin W. Pumarlo, Art
Spencer J. Reinke, Communication Studies
Bradley L. Revier, Communication Studies
Regan M. O’Connor, Dance
Margaret L. Philbrick, Communication Studies
Jennifer M. Curtis, Communications Arts & Literature Education
Hannah M. Davidson, Mass Media
Kadiatou Diallo, French Education K-12
Alexis A. Duinh, Communication Studies
Devon M. Flohrs, Art
Lydia J. Flowers, Philosophy, Politics & Economics
Frank C. Funwi, Mass Media
Dustin P. Gill, Music Industry
Rosemary M. Hampton, Art History
Gabriel T. Hewitt, Mass Media
Sarah B. Huttner, Art
Timothy M. Jackman, Interdisciplinary Studies
Lili Z. Kovacs, Art
Lili Z. Kovacs, Mass Media
Robert D. Kueny, Mass Media
Kara L. Lattery, Mass Media
Morgan A. Lewison, Mass Media
Isabella M. Lindley, Liberal Studies
Samuel D. Maertens, English: Literature
Dalen C. O’Connell, Theatre Arts
Regan M. O’Connor, Dance
Margaret L. Philbrick, Communication Studies
Alyssa Pilney, Art
Mary Pine, Mass Media
Cole A. Polson, Communications Arts & Literature Education
Dustin P. Pumarlo, Art
Spencer J. Reinke, Communication Studies
Bradley L. Revier, Communication Studies
Regan M. O’Connor, Dance
Margaret L. Philbrick, Communication Studies
Jennifer A. Skalicky, Mass Media
Kami N. Skochenski, Communication Studies
Jessica J. Staples, Theatre Arts
Sarah V. Tobaison, Art
Hannah M. Zaborowski, Mass Media
Taylor M. Zenz, Mass Media

CUM LAUDE

Taylor L. Callahan, Film and Media Studies
Julius T. Coffman, Jr., Communication Studies
Andrew J. Coyle, Communications Arts & Literature Education

D
DEPARTMENT OF MASS MEDIA
Professor Amy Lauters, Chairperson

Courtney C. Anderson, BS, Sioux Falls, South Dakota
Abby D. Berg, BS, Essig
Barry T. Blanchard, BS, Saint Louis Park
Joshua H. Brengman, BS, Cottage Grove
Charlie N. Brown, BS, Joplin, Missouri
Reed R. Carr, BS, Mankato
Michael J. Cushing, BS, Mankato
Hannah M. Davidson, BS, Canada
Charlie N. Brown, BS, Joplin, Missouri
Reed R. Carr, BS, Mankato
Michael J. Cushing, BS, Mankato
Hannah M. Davidson, BS, Canada

DEPARTMENT OF MUSIC
Professor Douglas Snapp, Chairperson

Jessica J. Staples, BFA, Minneapolis
Sarah Thomas, BFA, Roseville
Alexis D. Vencill, BFA, Mankato
Jessica A. Wubben, BS, Buffalo Center, Iowa
Ashley Ziegler, BFA, Brighton, Colorado

DEPARTMENT OF WORLD LANGUAGES & CULTURES
Professor Greg Taylor, Chairperson

Sarah A. Aldrich, BS, Jordan
Eric A. Anderson, BS, Wayzata
Maria Ardanova, BS, Bloomington
Kadiatou Diallo, BS, Mankato
Alexander J. Dupont, BS, Waconia
Megan E. George, BS, Woodbury
Kassandra S. Hopp, BS, Palatine, Illinois
Natalie E. Klein, BA, Blaine
Kourtney T. Krogman, BA, Lake Lillian
Michelle I. Manivel, BS, White Bear Lake
Jason L. Trandahl, BA, North Mankato
Marvin G. Vega, BA, Saint Peter

DEPARTMENT OF PHILOSOPHY
Professor Brandon Cooke, Chairperson

Patrick P. Adas, BS, Andover
Joy Andrews, BS, Mendota Heights
Lydia J. Flowers, BS, Mankato
Jacklyn A. Gehling, BS, East Bethel
Nathaniel H. Lingbeck, BS, Eagle Lake
Omoleso R. Oggunowo, BS, Nigeria
Alex C. Schaeftbauer, BS, Lakeville

DEPARTMENT OF THEATRE AND DANCE
Professor Paul J. Hustoles, Chairperson

Henry A. Anderson, BFA, Stillwater
Julia J. Armstrong, BS, Bemidji
Isabella R. Barberena, BA, Excelsior
Mikhayla R. Clausen, BFA, Belle Plaine
Samantha C. Fairchild, BS, Falcon Heights
Melissa L. Forkner, BS, Mankato
Brittny Hollenbeck, BS, Bloomington
Macaria J. Meza, BFA, West Saint Paul
Dalen C. O’Connell, BFA, Mankato
Regan M. O’Connor, BFA, Sioux Falls, South Dakota
Abby R. Pleiss, BS, Albert Lea
Gabriel J. Sell, BFA, Excelsior
Kyleen L. Smith, BA, Wheatland, Wyoming
Jessica J. Staples, BFA, Minneapolis
Sarah Thomas, BFA, Roseville
Alexis D. Vencill, BFA, Mankato

DEPARTMENT OF HUMANITIES
Professor Owen Westerman, Director

INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES
Professor Kristi Treinen, Director

Lindsay Abram, BS, Hudson, Wisconsin
Gwendolyn C. Bauer, BS, Zimmerman
Nicholas C. Belzer, BS, Bonduard, Iowa
Katelyn R. Boyd, BS, Cary, Illinois
Emilie P. Brennan, BS, Shakopee
Chloe C. Brusacoram, BS, Savage
Geno M. Bullard, BS, Bahamas
Kenisha L. Butler, BS, Saint Paul
Ryan M. Carter, BS, Saint Paul
Jamie S. Chrobak, BS, Albertville
Jasmine T. Collier, BS, Minnetonka
Troy H. Garland, BS, Jersey City, New Jersey
Karliona Gregory, BS, Minneapolis
Nadiya V. Gunchak, BS, Oak Grove
Lauren C. Gunhus, BS, Shakopee
Trey W. Hable, BS, Owatonna
Vigil T. Hammond, BS, Oak Creek, Wisconsin
Justin T. Henrich, BS, Saint James
Devin M. Hoffman, BS, Jamestown, North Dakota
Myles Hunter, BS, Conyers, Georgia
Timothy M. Jackman, BS, North Mankato
Christian D. Kendrix, Jr., BS, Springfield, Missouri
James Knuth, BS, Johnston, Iowa
Taylor S. Koehn, BS, Shakopee
McKenna M. Krause, BS, Chanhassen
James Bradley R. McClure, BS, Canada
Ryan J. Moffett, BS, Bradenton, Florida
Prince Nyankun, BS, Mankato
Jacob M. Ojile, BS, Blaine
Michele L. Sandle, BS, Minneapolis
Bryant J. Schmidt, BS, Rochester
Maenuna Sedibeh, BS, Bronx, New York
Gage R. Seehafer, BS, Marathon, Wisconsin
Paul N. Selman, BS, Glen Ellyn, Illinois
Alexander T. Sjoquist, BS, Burnsville
Melvin D. Smith, BS, Fremont, California
Shelbi L. Steiner, BS, Cottage Grove
Brianna L. Strandberg, BS, Hastings
Quinten M. Strub, BS, Woodbury
Jovonte’ S. Suber, BS, Saint Louis, Missouri
Tierra D. Tart, BS, Minneapolis
Ariel D. Thomas, BS, Downey, California
Luke G. Waldek, BS, Trumbull, Connecticut
Altoniece Williams, BS, Miami, Florida

LIBERAL STUDIES
Gina Maahs-Zurbey, Student Relations Coordinator

Emma C. Bjork, AA, Saint Cloud
Jayce M. Bogen, AA, Owatonna
Shelby A. Bosell, AA, Cambridge
Hannah E. Currin, AA, Bloomington
Riley Goracke, AA, Hutchinson
Sara L. Haugo, AA, Springfield
Mercy Jolo, AA, Sioux Falls, South Dakota
John A. Kaseforth, AA, Springfield
Tyler M. Kratzke, AA, Gaylord
Isabella M. Lindley, AA, Dallas, Texas
Emily N. Loberg, AA, Elk River
Jordan J. Lund, AA, Woodbury
Kaleb D. Malakowsky, AA, Albert Lea
Stephanie K. Morrison, AA, Farmington
Diamonique M. Moore, AA, Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Krista M. Murray, AA, Chatfield
Logan G. Paige, AA, Otsego
Teanna M. Peterson, AA, Virginia
Megan R. Racine, AA, Faribault
Teresa L. Spears, AA, Lake Mills, Iowa
Esther M. Watson, AA, Monticello
College of Science, Engineering and Technology

The candidates will be presented by Brian Martensen, Dean.

### SUMMA CUM LAUDE

- Macy J. Christensen, Medical Technology
- Lisa M. Dobbelare, Medical Technology
- Michael L. Fasbender, Computer Engineering Technology
- Benjamin R. Gettis, Physics
- Benoit A. Girard, Manufacturing Engineering Technology
- Brandon A. Haan, Mathematics
- Tanner J. Haglund, Automotive Engineering Technology
- Sarah J. Hast, Biol: Zoology
- McCaill G. Helstrom, Biology
- Megan E. Hulshcer, Biology: Biomedical Sciences
- Brooke T. Jones, Biology
- Claire C. Jordan, Biology: Biomedical Sciences
- Tyler J. Keller, Mathematics Teaching
- Taylor P. Knuth, Biology: Zoology
- Maria A. Leeson, Mathematics Teaching
- Brandon S. Marohn, Automotive Engineering Technology
- Winston P. Moh Tangongha, Computer Engineering
- Satyam Nepal, Computer and Information Technology
- Stephanie R. Peterson, Biology: Biomedical Sciences
- Emily N. Rosenbery, Computer Information Technology
- John J. Ruprecht, Automotive Engineering Technology
- Yun Ha Seo, Computer Information Technology
- Caylin M. Steinberg, Biology: Biomedical Sciences
- Flevis F. Waindim, Biology: Biomedical Sciences
- Brianna J. Weinand, Construction Management
- Nicholas T. Winjum, Mechanical Engineering

### MAGNA CUM LAUDE

- Ashley A. Adam, Biology
- Joshua W. Albrecht, Biology
- Joshua I. Allen, Information Systems
- Adam J. Blomgren, Physics Teaching
- Travis J. Britz, Computer Information Technology
- Davis P. Burnham, Manufacturing Engineering Technology
- Joshua D. Dickinson, Mechanical Engineering
- Nicholas N. Ebner, Chemistry: ACS
- Adam T. Fleischhacker, Information Systems
- Caitlin A. Foley, Biology: Biomedical Sciences
- Kristoffer N. Goetzke, Biochemistry
- Cecilia A. Hake, Construction Management
- Salinda S. Jayaweera, Information Systems
- Alexander S. Johnson, General Engineering
- Noah T. Johnson, Computer Engineering
- Mehari H. Khusy, Computer Information Technology
- Uzair A. Khan, Electrical Engineering
- Matthew K. Kisch, Construction Management
- Nicholas W. Kreutziger, Construction Management
- Aldo A. Kunzard, Mechanical Engineering
- Isaac A. Leonard, Automotive Engineering Technology
- Alyssa S. Lillehaugen, Computer Information Technology
- Jacob C. Makela, Computer Engineering
- Jacob C. Makela, Electrical Engineering
- Heidi L. Moe, Biol: Biomedical Sciences
- Gloria B. Mushiya, Medical Technology
- Caren A. Ndong Sima, Biology: Biomedical Sciences
- Aaron D. Nelson, Biology
- Robert K. Nicholson, Electrical Engineering
- Hassan M. Orabi, Computer Application Development
- Alexander G. Orum, Environmental Sciences
- Evan D. Privet, Physics
- Alysia S. Przybilla, Biology: Biomedical Sciences
- Jacob Rachcuy, Biochemistry
- Sahayata Rayamajhi, Information Systems
- Austin R. Rieder, Civil Engineering
- Sajid Sarkar, Mechanical Engineering
- Laura A. Schueller, Biology
- Sabrina M. Sturm, Biochemistry
- Benjamin D. Torgerson, Computer Information Technology
- Jacob C. Tschan, Mathematics Teaching
- Asif Uddin, Electrical Engineering
- Ekaterina Voytsekhovskaya, Chemistry: ACS
- Ryder B. Wahl, Biology: Biomedical Sciences
- Tyler S. Watterud, Construction Management
- Hannah M. Wendel, Medical Technology
- Jordan W. Wiesenburger, Construction Management
- Bridget L. Yokiel, Information Systems
- Daheyun Yu, Biology: Biomedical Sciences
- Aaron M. Zigan, Civil Engineering
- Christopher D. Zimmer, Mechanical Engineering

### CUM LAUDE

- Olagoke Afolabi, Civil Engineering
- Kazi R. Ahmed, Computer Information Technology
- Katie M. Anderson, Environmental Sciences
- Erin R. Baker, Biology: Zoology
- Bethany J. Barko, Biotechnology
- Alek M. Bixby, Mathematics Teaching
- Nicholas L. Bottoms, Automotive Engineering Technology
Michael A. Budesky, Electrical Engineering  
Ross A. Buttleman, Biotechnology  
Jihyun Choi, Chemistry  
Louis J. Critelli, Construction Management  
Alex F. Escarcega, General Engineering  
Justin J. Fahey, Construction Management  
Samantha J. Foltz, Environmental Sciences  
Samuel W. Forde, Automotive Engineering Technology  
Paul D. Fraser, Biology  
Jordan J. Fuglseth, Automotive Engineering Technology  
Eric T. Gerber, Computer and Information Technology  
Gisell Gonzalez Sanchez, Manufacturing Engineering Technology  
Emily G. Haan, Biology: Biomedical Sciences  
Naeemul Hassan, Electrical Engineering  
Evan J. Hedman, Electrical Engineering  
Colt J. Jones, Environmental Sciences  
Melissa D. Jones, Environmental Sciences  
Nibrasul Karim Nibras, Electrical Engineering  
John H. Kauphusman, III, Biology  
Anna L. Keys, Biology  
Rashad J. Khan, Computer Information Technology  
Justin D. Kirlin, Biology: Biomedical Sciences  
Benjamin T. Kleese, Construction Management  
Jeffrey R. Kubat, General Engineering  
Erin M. Liebl, Mathematics Teaching  
Gustavo E. Marinos Julca, Mechanical Engineering  
Andrew M. Matter, Mechanical Engineering  
Sebastian F. Millin, Computer Information Technology  
Chaydon J. O’Fallon, Environmental Sciences  
Kathryn A. Ostman, General Engineering  
Laura M. Ostman, General Engineering  
Becky L. Picha, Environmental Sciences  
Alex W. Pietz, Civil Engineering  
Robert C. Plagge, Computer Information Technology  
Hunter T. Reynolds, Computer Information Technology  
Jacob S. Schobert, Mechanical Engineering  
Neil D. Schroeder, General Engineering  
Sampath Senanayake, Electrical Engineering  
Brandon M. Smith, Automotive Engineering Technology  
Ezra I. Smith, Biology: Biomedical Sciences  
Casey K. Stemper, Construction Management  
Brooke L. Thorson, General Engineering  
PaKou Vue, Chemistry: ACS  
Jesse A. Wagenbach, Mechanical Engineering  
Austin J. Weinandt, Life Science (Biology)  
Daniel T. Welscher, Manufacturing Engineering Technology  
Evan J. Williams, Automotive Engineering Technology  
Katie M. Zehms, Biology  

DEPARTMENT OF AUTOMOTIVE AND MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY  
Professor Bruce Jones, Chairperson  
Jeff M. Arulandoo, BS, Sri Lanka  
Samuel E. Biljan, BS, Inver Grove Heights  
Mitchel R. Boike, BS, Madelia  
Nicholas L. Bottoms, BS, Saint Peter  
Zachary A. Bremer, BS, Ceylon  
Davis P. Burnham, BS, Apple Valley  
Colin M. Chabot, BS, Kasota  
Samuel W. Forde, BS, Brainerd  
Jordan J. Fuglseth, BS, Minneapolis  
Christopher S. Harteau, BS, Mankato  
Joseph D. Horvath, BS, Stevens Point, Wisconsin  
Jacob C. Jones, BS, Mankato  
Nolan D. Kermode, BS, Big Lake  
Storm C. Lenz, BS, Wyoming  
Isaac A. Leonard, BS, Zumbrota  
Brandon S. Marochnik, BS, Elk River  
Adam M. Mohamed, BS, Minneapolis  
Khashaa M. Myran, BS, Northfield  
Scott V. Neil, BS, Plymouth  
Noah A. Nelson, BS, Mankato  
Cassey J. Nielsen, BS, Hutchinson  
Brody J. Olson, BS, Pepin, Wisconsin  
Patrick A. Pierrke, BS, Mankato  
Charles R. Quiram, BS, Elk River  
John J. Ruprecht, BS, Paynesville  
Harrison R. Sanders, BS, Hastings  
Abdollah Sharafi, BS, Iran  
Gurpal Singh, BS, India  
Brandon M. Smith, BS, Roberts, Wisconsin  
Nicholas J. Stolarczyk, BS, Cedar  
Willis B. Stout, BS, Plymouth  
Samuel N. Wariari, BS, North Mankato  
Daniel T. Welscher, BS, Caledonia  
Evan J. Williams, BS, Mankato  
Wichai Yang, BS, Columbia Heights  

DEPARTMENT OF BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES  
Professor Penny Knoblich, Chairperson  
Naomi Abraham, BS, Saint Paul  
Ashley A. Adam, BS, Owatonna  
Carl F. Adamek, BS, Willmar  
Joshua W. Albrecht, BS, Blair, Wisconsin  
Abraham J. Aldes, BS, Golden Valley  
Bethlehem M. Alem, BS, Ethiopia  
Katie M. Anderson, BS, Saint Peter  
Naimi Appiah, BS, Shakopee  
Erin R. Baker, BS, Grand Rapids  
Andrew D. Barnett, BS, North Branch  
Bethany J. Barko, BS, Ham Lake  
Samuel L. Bass, BS, Byron  
Nathan Beilke, BS, Mankato  
Dana M. Bennett, BS, Mankato  
Brandon D. Bentley, BS, Fridley  
Libby R. Berg, BS, Eden Prairie  
Fanuel G. Biratu, BS, Mankato
Nodir L. Boymatov, BS, Tajikistan
Cindal E. Breckenridge, BS, Owatonna
Ian M. Brickley, BS, Blaine
Mallorie R. Briggs, BS, Cottage Grove
Ross A. Buttleman, BS, Mendota Heights
Ana P. Castillo, BS, Slayton
Macy J. Christensen, BS, Cottage Grove
Tiernan K. Collins, BS, Mankato
Curran J. Couchman, BS, Plymouth
Ty Dennis, BS, Genoa City, Wisconsin
Aicha K. Diamoutani, BS, Mali
Nissan S. Diomande, BS, Ivory Coast (Cote D’Ivoire)
Lisa M. Dobbelaire, BS, Saint Cloud
Maimuna Z. Faraha, BS, Bangladesh
Caitlin A. Foley, BS, Sioux City, Iowa
Samantha J. Foltz, BS, Mankato
Megan L. Ford, BS, Yankton, South Dakota
Alexandra S. France, BS, Plymouth
Paul D. Fraser, BS, Le Sueur
Breanne J. Friend, BS, Int’l Falls
Grant C. Gale, BS, Chanhassen
Hannah R. Garza, BS, Inver Grove Heights
Curtis D. Gaul, BS, Worthington
Yasuhira Gutierrez, BS, Bloomington
Emily G. Haan, BS, Farwell
Carter T. Hansen, BS, Mankato
Mehezi Hasan, BS, Mankato
Sarah J. Hast, BS, Rapid City, South Dakota
McCall G. Helstrom, BS, Waconia
Jeriel B. Hess, BS, Mankato
Lauren M. Hoese, BS, Bloomington
Cody Hoffman, BS, Omaha, Nebraska
Megan E. Hulscher, BS, Lake Crystal
Mutma Inna, BS, Plymouth
Peter T. Jada, BS, Rochester
Alyxandra N. Jeseritz-Coleman, BS, Woodbury
Bradly C. Johnson, BS, Mankato
Brooke T. Jones, BS, Waterloo, Iowa
Colt J. Jones, BS, Aurora, Colorado
Melissa D. Jones, BS, Sioux Falls, South Dakota
Claire C. Jordan, BS, Green Bay, Wisconsin
Judith M. Kamara, BS, Mankato
John H. Kauphusman, III, BS, Winona
Kirsten Keller, BS, Lino Lakes
Mikayla M. Kenney, BS, Oak Creek, Wisconsin
Anna L. Keys, BS, Cottage Grove
Eunwon Kim, BS, Republic of Korea
Justin D. Kirlin, BS, Mankato
Natalie E. Klein, BS, Blaine
Taylor P. Knuth, BS, Plymouth, Wisconsin
Levi S. Kraft, BS, Menomonie, Wisconsin
Benjamin P. Kubes, BS, Mankato
Kaitlyn T. Kuehn, BS, Oak Grove
Emma K. Kumbier, BS, Fond Du Lac, Wisconsin
Alyssa S. Lange, BS, Chaska
Ryan A. Leba, BS, Hugo
Luis Lepe, BS, Milan
Coleman D. Mamer, BS, Stillwater
Austin A. Marty, BS, Saint Paul
Calvin A. Mcdevitt-Coryell, BS, Bloomington
Heidi L. Moe, BS, Farwell
Isai Morales Cruz, BS, Jordan
Alex J. Moreno, BS, Mankato
Alexandra K. Morris, BS, Bloomington
Gloria B. Musiyiwa, BS, Democratic Republic of the Congo
Carene A. Ndoundjima, BS, Gabon
Aaron D. Nelson, BS, Bismarck, North Dakota
Dolpnt N. Nyambane, BS, Eden Prairie
Chaydon J. O’Fallon, BS, Shakopee
Rebecca L. O’Hoto, BS, Oak Grove
Samson M. Okorie, BS, Nigeria
Erik A. Olson, BS, Mankato
Alexander G. Orum, BS, Mankato
Sang Ho Park, BS, Republic of Korea
Melissa D. Paul, BS, Champlin
Stephanie R. Peterson, BS, Lino Lakes
Becky L. Picha, BS, New Prague
Nicole R. Piotrowski, BS, Mankato
Kristopher A. Plath, BS, Becker
Alyssa S. Przybilla, BS, Pierz
Samatha M. Rangel, BS, Cottage Grove
Samuel A. Schmid, BS, Apple Valley
Laura A. Schueller, BS, Big Lake
Ezra I. Smith, BS, Decorah, Iowa
Gyuenseung Song, BS, Republic of Korea
Bethany A. Sorensen, BS, Jackson
Pablo A. Sotomayor, BS, Ecuador
Caslyn M. Steinberg, BS, Eagle Lake
Duachy Thao, BS, Brooklyn Park
Yong cha Thao, BS, St. Paul
Tyler P. Tran, BS, Mankato
Maria A. Uschategu Calderon, BS, Colombia
Bao Vue, BS, Maplewood
Ryder B. Wahl, BS, Shoreview
Flevis F. Waindini, BS, Brooklyn Park
Nedia G. Warner, BS, Liberia
Austin J. Weinandt, BS, New Prague
Hannah M. Wendel, BS, Mason City, Iowa
Tanner N. Westmoreland, BS, Madison Lake
Mahala K. Wolff, BS, Sioux Falls, South Dakota
Ryan T. Xiong, BS, Newport
Tou Xiong, BS, North Mankato
Eunseo Yang, BS, Republic of Korea
Dahyun Yu, BS, Republic of Korea
Chelsea J. Zblewski, BS, Mankato
Katie M. Zehms, BS, Sherburn

DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY AND GEOLOGY
Professor Mary Hadley, Chairperson
Nicole E. Bean, BS, Chisago City
Zachary W. Berkebile, BS, Apple Valley
Kristen M. Blumhoefer, BS, New Ulm
Scott P. Bowman, BS, Oak Grove
Jihyun Choi, BA, Republic of Korea
Daniel R. Crane, BS, New Hope
Aleksander P. Dierl, BA, Mankato
Nicholas N. Ebner, BS, Preston
Kristoffer N. Goetzke, BA, North Mankato
Sulafa A. Mohamed, BS, Rochester
Zachariah Newell, BA, Waterloo, Iowa
Jacob Rachuy, BS, Hastings
Brittany A. Rios, BA, Rochester
Sabrina M. Sturm, BA, Saint Cloud
Ekaterina Voytsekhovskaya, BS, Russian Federation
PaKou Vue, BS, Walnut Grove

DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER INFORMATION SCIENCE
Professor Mahbubur Syed, Chairperson
Kazi R. Ahmed, BS, Bangladesh
Jesse F. Aland, BS, Mankato
Joshua I. Allen, BS, Cottage Grove
Bibek Amatya, BS, Nepal
Kalkidan T. Atnafu, BS, Ethiopia
Tyler J. Bade, BS, Farmington
Rojin Bajracharya, BS, Nepal
Charles W. Bassett, BS, Woodbury
John O. Bently, BS, Mankato
Evan A. Blomgren, BS, Eden Prairie
Travis J. Britz, BS, Courtland
Ikthedar K. Chowdhury, BS, Bangladesh
Ruffine D. Detoh Messan, BS, Togo
Zahid Dewan, BS, Bangladesh
Michael T. Doran, BS, Hastings
Adam T. Fleischhacker, BS, Maplewood
Scott Fleming, BS, India
Caleb J. Fox, BS, Prior Lake
DEPARTMENT OF INTEGRATED ENGINEERING
Professor Dean Kelley, Chairperson

Katie R. Corwin, BSE, Plymouth
Frank V. Cruz, BSE, Minneapolis
Stephen C. Curtis Jr., BSE, Shakopee
Drew E. Erickson, BSE, Roseville
Alex F. Escarcega, BSE, Saint Paul
Christopher P. Fransen, BSE, Truman
Walter N. Gramer, BSE, Cottage Grove
Tory V. Gritzmacher, BSE, Eveleth
Steven M. Haley, BSE, Minneapolis
Jared M. Huddleston, BSE, Burnsville
Alexander S. Johnson, BSE, Virginia
Jeffrey R. Kubat, BSE, Grand Rapids
Benjamin J. Landry, BSE, Minneapolis
Benjamin J. Lindquist, BSE, Bloomington
Mitchel P. Lorentz, BSE, Grand Rapids
Kathryn A. Ostman, BSE, Mountain Iron
Laura M. Ostman, BSE, Mountain Iron
Gustavo E. Lahoud Pepe, BSE, Venezuela
Tyler J. Porter, BSE, Virginia
Andrew N. Puleo, BSE, Hugo
Neil D. Schroeder, BSE, Mountain Iron
Kendall B. Swenson, BSE, Apple Valley
Colin P. Terry, BSE, Hastings
Brooke L. Thorson, BSE, Pengilly
Adam S. Towley, BSE, Big Lake

DEPARTMENT OF MECHANICAL AND CIVIL ENGINEERING
Professor Patrick Tebbe, Chairperson

Olagoke Afolabi, BSECE, Mankato
Oghomwen Amadasun, BSECE, Farmington
Rylan D. Andersen, BSECE, San Jose, California
Peter J. Baldwin, BSME, Burnsville
Matthew S. Balko, BSME, Maple Grove
Khada N. Dhunagana, BSCE, Maplewood
Padam L. Dhungana, BSCE, Maplewood
Joshua D. Dickinson, BSME, Waseca
Samuel L. Domeier, BSME, Saint Paul Park
William A. Ener, BSME, Saint Paul
Matthew J. Gutzman, BSME, Lino Lakes
Marcus A. Johnson, BSCE, Adams
Daniel A. Julson, BSCE, Stillwater
Subhan Khalid, BSME, Pakistan
Jacob E. Kraemer, BSME, Chanhassen
Paul R. Kriegel, BSME, Plymouth, Wisconsin

DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS AND ASTRONOMY
Professor Thomas Brown, Chairperson

Eric J. Ahlers, BS, Fulda
Adam J. Blomgren, BS, Butterfield
Benjamin R. Getts, BS, Winnebago
Evan D. Privet, BS, Caledonia
Program
12:00 P.M.

MSU Hymn Fanfare

Arranged by Dr. Douglas Snapp

Processional March
Pomp and Circumstance

Edward Elgar
Arranged by Dr. Douglas Snapp and Dr. Michael Olson

National Anthem

Matthew J. Ruff
Minnesota State University, Mankato

Greetings

Basil Ajuo
Board of Trustees
Minnesota State System

Welcome to the Minnesota State University, Mankato
Alumni Association

Chris Meyer ’90, President

Student Speakers

Tiana H. Dixon
Bachelor of Science, Communication Disorders
College of Allied Health and Nursing

Nawaf Morgan Alsugean
Bachelor of Science, Aviation
College of Education

Conferring of Degrees
(Interlude Music by xxxxxxx)

Recessional March *
“Hornpipe” (from Water Music)

George Frideric Handel
Orchestrated by Dr. Douglas Snapp
Produced by Dr. Michael Olson

Celebration

Kool & The Gang
Orchestrated by Dr. Douglas Snapp
Produced by Dr. Michael Olson

Musicians:

Keyboard / Conductor
Zachary Brown, Percussion
Elias Hernandez, Alto Saxophone
Jacob Johnson, Tuba
David Kaiser, Trumpet
Julian Manley, Trumpet
Cole Vandermark, Trombone

*Audience to remain seated.
Platform Guests

RICHARD DAVENPORT
President
Minnesota State University, Mankato

BASIL AJUO
Board of Trustees
Minnesota State System

LYNN D. AKEY
Associate VP for Institutional Research, Strategy and Effectiveness

ANNE DAHLMAN
Acting Dean of Global Education

ROBERT FLEISCHMAN
Associate Provost and Associate Vice President for Academic Affairs

JEAN HAAR
Dean of the College of Education

MARK A. JOHNSON
CIO & Vice President for IT Solutions

DAVID P. JONES
Vice President for Student Affairs and Enrollment Management

CHRIS MEYER
President of Minnesota State University, Mankato

HENRY MORRIS
Dean of Institutional Diversity

THOMAS NORMAN
Dean of University Extended Education

KRISTINE RETHERFORD
Dean of the College of Allied Health and Nursing

JOAN ROCA
Dean of Library Services

KENT STANLEY
Vice President for University Advancement

STEPHEN STOYNOFF
Interim Associate VP of Research and Dean of Graduate Education

RICHARD J. STRAKA
Vice President for Finance and Administration

Marilyn J. Wells
Provost and Senior Vice President for Academic Affairs

GINGER L. ZIERDT
Assistant VP for Undergraduate Education

Procession Participants

FACULTY HONOR MARSHALS
Julia Hebenstreit, Professor, College of Allied Health and Nursing
Teresa Kruizenga, Professor, College of Education

JUNIOR HONOR MARSHALS
Alexandra Rivers, College of Allied Health and Nursing
Xxxx, College of Education

COLLEGE OF ALLIED HEALTH & NURSING MARCHING FACULTY

PROFESSORS
Sue Bell
Bonnie Berg
Sandra Eggenberger
Lynnette Engeswick
Marge Murray-Davis
Patrick Sexton
Marlene K. Tappe
Mary Visser

James Wise
Patricia Young

ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS
Theresa Mackey
Molly Timlin
Stacy Van Gelderen
Heather Van Bank

ASSISTANT PROFESSORS
Kristen Abbott-Anderson
Jessica Albers
Faduma Sara Ali
Patricia Beierwaltes
Julie Frederick
Rachelle Fuller
Jonathan Hicks
Jae Min Lee
Megan Mahowald
Michelle McGalven
Kristi Montandon
Vicki Schull
Ben Schwamberger
Marilyn A. Swan
Diane Witt

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION MARCHING FACULTY

PROFESSORS
Rick Auger
Julie Carlson
Diane Coursol
Karen Eastman
Jacqueline Lewis
Candace Raskin
John Seymour
Teri Wallace

ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS
Ron Browne
Carrie Chapman
Karen Colum
Aaron Deris
Kathleen Foard
Jason Kaufman
Karim Lindstrom Bremer
Ann Miller
Alexandra Panahon

ASSISTANT PROFESSORS
Tim Berry
Beth Beschorner
Vicky Cai
Kyena Cornelius
Kerry Dieckmann
Jinger Gustafson
Kiersten Hensley
Kimberly Johnson
Tracy Peed
Helena Stevens
Lisa Vasquez
Sean Wachsmuth
Dana Wagner

INSTRUCTOR
Mymique Baxter

LIBRARY FACULTY
Barb Bergman
Kellian Clink
Joseph E. Holtermann

ADMINISTRATIVE and SUPPORT FACULTY
John Bulcock
Debra Schulz
College of Graduate Studies
The candidates will be presented by Stephen Stoynoff, Dean.

DOCTOR OF EDUCATION – COUNSELOR EDUCATION AND SUPERVISION

Casey E. Baker, Janesville
Counselor Education & Supervision
Advisor: Dr. Karin Lindstrom Bremer
Dissertation: The Experience of Microaggressions within Cross-Racial Videoconferencing
Supervision: A Case Study

Jamie D. Hedin, Minneapolis
Counselor Education & Supervision
Advisor: Dr. Richard Auger
Dissertation: Coaching and Leading following a Student-Athlete Death – A Phenomenological Study

DOCTOR OF EDUCATION – EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP

Michael W. Haskins, Mankato
Educational Leadership
Advisor: Dr. Scott Wurdinger
Dissertation: Improving Mathematical Skill: The Perceptions of Rural Minnesota Mathematics Educators

Sarah A. Huseby, Sacred Heart
Educational Leadership
Advisor: Dr. Candace Raskin
Dissertation: Effective Characteristics of Rural English Learner Programs

Promet Jaswant Singh, India
Educational Leadership
Advisor: Dr. Jason Kaufman
Dissertation: A Study of the Soft Skills that Contribute to the Success of Newly Graduated Business Students in the Workplace

Peter J. McGahey, Mount Pleasant, Michigan
Educational Leadership
Advisor: Dr. Julie Carlson
Dissertation: What Happens Now? Coaching and Leading following a Student-Athlete Death – A Phenomenological Study

Patti L. Strukel, Huntley
Educational Leadership
Advisor: Dr. Julie Carlson
Dissertation: Instructional Design: How Secondary Teachers Promote Student Comprehension of Informational Text

Kenneth O. Turner, Brooklyn Park
Educational Leadership
Advisor: Dr. Timothy Berry

DOCTOR OF NURSING PRACTICE

Carrie S. Dickson, Maplewood
Nursing Practice
Advisor: Dr. Sue Bell

Heather L. Schmidtknecht, Cochrane, Wisconsin
Nursing Practice
Advisor: Dr. Sue Bell

SPECIALIST

Sherri J. Alm, Stacy
Educational Leadership
Advisor: Dr. Candace Raskin

Michelle L. Azure, Brooklyn Park
Educational Leadership
Advisor: Dr. Candace Raskin

Laura M. Blackledge, Robbinsdale
Educational Leadership
Advisor: Dr. Candace Raskin

Steph Casmer, New Hope
Educational Leadership
Advisor: Dr. Candace Raskin

Jodi A. DeVolder, Woodbury
Educational Leadership
Advisor: Dr. Jinger Gustafson

Shannon R. Durand, Fridley
Educational Leadership
Advisor: Dr. Jinger Gustafson

Katie A. Gag, New Ulm
Educational Leadership
Advisor: Dr. Candace Raskin

Jamie Groat, Champlin
Educational Leadership
Advisor: Dr. Candace Raskin

Kimberly J. Henke, Maple Grove
Educational Leadership
Advisor: Dr. Candace Raskin

Lori A. Klein, Faribault
Educational Leadership
Advisor: Dr. Candace Raskin

Angela D. Kleinedler, Jordan
Educational Leadership
Advisor: Dr. Candace Raskin

Heidi J. Koub, Andover
Educational Leadership
Advisor: Dr. Candace Raskin

Shannon M. Lacy, Minneapolis
Educational Leadership
Advisor: Dr. Candace Raskin

Lana K. Lindeman, Saint Michael
Educational Leadership
Advisor: Dr. Candace Raskin

Ryan C. Meyer, North Mankato
Educational Leadership
Advisor: Dr. Candace Raskin
Jennifer M. Miller, Plymouth
Educational Leadership
Advisor: Dr. Candace Raskin

Bethany A. Mohs, Richfield
Educational Leadership
Advisor: Dr. Candace Raskin

Pam H. Morrison, River Falls, Wisconsin
Educational Leadership
Advisor: Dr. Candace Raskin

Laura R. Nelson, Belle Plaine
Educational Leadership
Advisor: Dr. Candace Raskin

Jeren K. Porter, Rosemount
Educational Leadership
Advisor: Dr. Candace Raskin

Kai Sill
Educational Leadership
Advisor: Dr. Candace Raskin

Holly K. Vos, Byron
Educational Leadership
Advisor: Dr. Candace Raskin

Lindsey R. Weiers, New Prague
Educational Leadership
Advisor: Dr. Candace Raskin

Stephanie M. Wheelock, Richfield
Educational Leadership
Advisor: Dr. Candace Raskin

Casey I. Young, Rogers
Educational Leadership
Advisor: Dr. Candace Raskin

MASTER OF ARTS

Ashley M. Bos, Edgerton
Physical Education (Teaching)
Advisor: Dr. Susan Tarr

Molly J. Arola, Carlos
Physical Education (Teaching)
Advisor: Dr. Ben Schwamberger

Ryan A. Bacon, Rochester
Physical Education (Teaching)
Advisor: Dr. Ben Schwamberger

Allison M. Brady, Mankato
Sport & Exercise Psychology
Advisor: Dr. Michelle McAlarnen

Joshua Corbin, Prior Lake
Sport Management
Advisor: Dr. Jon Lim

Mitchell A. Elofson, Saint Peter
Sport & Exercise Psychology
Advisor: Dr. Cindra Kamphoff

Kassandra M. Gall, Hudson, Wisconsin
Sport Management
Advisor: Dr. Vicki Schull

Benjamin J. Gort, Minneapolis
Physical Education (Teaching)
Advisor: Dr. Susan Tarr

Ashley M. Greig, Pine City
Physical Education (Teaching)
Advisor: Dr. Susan Tarr

Tyler J. Hajek, Sioux Falls, South Dakota
Sport Management
Advisor: Dr. Jon Lim

Bryan T. Hall, Easton, Maryland
Physical Education (Teaching)
Advisor: Dr. Ben Schwamberger

Amber J. Hauschen, Faribault
Sport Management
Advisor: Dr. Jon Lim

Brian J. Huybrecht, Plymouth
Physical Education (Teaching)
Advisor: Dr. Ben Schwamberger

Trent J. Jackson, Chaska
Sport Management
Advisor: Dr. Jon Lim

Kathryn J. Johnson, Sioux Falls, South Dakota
Sport & Exercise Psychology
Advisor: Dr. Michelle McAlarnen

Steven J. Kluiwer, Alexandria
Physical Education (Teaching)
Advisor: Dr. Ben Schwamberger

Christopher M. Langlois, Wausau, Wisconsin
Sport Management
Advisor: Dr. Jon Lim

Haley A. Larson, Grand Forks, North Dakota
Sport & Exercise Psychology
Advisor: Dr. Cindra Kamphoff

Justin R. Lusk, Cromberg, California
Sport & Exercise Psychology
Advisor: Dr. Cindra Kamphoff

Samuel D. Maus, Northfield
Sport Management
Advisor: Dr. Jon Lim

Terry J. McDaniel, II, Grinnell, Iowa
Sport Management
Advisor: Dr. Jon Lim

Scott M. McDowell, Clarendon Hills, Illinois
Sport Management
Advisor: Dr. Jon Lim

Kylie McKinney, Petersburg, Illinois
Sport & Exercise Psychology
Advisor: Dr. Michelle McAlarnen

Bryan A. Mejia, Miami, Florida
Sport & Exercise Psychology
Advisor: Dr. Cindra Kamphoff

Zachary J. Miner, Hutchinson
Sport Management
Advisor: Dr. Jon Lim

Paul L. O Brien, United Kingdom
Sport Management
Advisor: Dr. Jon Lim

Ryan M. Olson, Mankato
Sport & Exercise Psychology
Advisor: Dr. Cindra Kamphoff

Isaac M. Rodriguez, Orlando, Florida
Sport Management
Advisor: Dr. Jon Lim

Travis R. Schubauer, Rapid City, South Dakota
Physical Education (Teaching)
Advisor: Dr. Ben Schwamberger

Byron J. Synstegaard, Chaska
Sport Management
Advisor: Dr. Jon Lim

Mark R. Vasey, Yorktown Heights, New York
Sport Management
Advisor: Dr. Jon Lim

Sarah M. Waldo, Kelliher
Physical Education
Advisor: Dr. Susan Tarr
Cassandra Weaver, Lakeville
Sport & Exercise Psychology
Advisor: Dr. Cindra Kamphoff

Justin M. White, Mankato
Sport Management
Advisor: Dr. Vicki Schull

Kyle H. Wiren, Thornton, Colorado
Sport & Exercise Psychology
Advisor: Dr. Cindra Kamphoff

Faryn J. Wirkus, Edgar, Wisconsin
Sport Management
Advisor: Dr. Jon Lim

Bennet A. Woltjer, Kandiyohi
Sport Management
Advisor: Dr. Jon Lim

MASTER OF ARTS IN TEACHING

Kadie E. Becker, Saint Paul
Education
Advisor: Dr. Teresa Kruizenga

Braeden C. Hogie, Lake Park
Education
Advisor: Dr. Carrie Chapman

Elizabeth R. Minnihan, Minnetrista
Education
Advisor: Dr. Carrie Chapman

MASTER OF SCIENCE

Alexis V. Adams, North Mankato
Counseling and Student Personnel
Advisor: Dr. John Seymour

Claire Alexander, Topeka, Kansas
Counseling and Student Personnel
Advisor: Dr. Karin Lindstrom Bremer

Nicole M. Amos, Stewartville
Communication Disorders
Advisor: Dr. Bruce Poburka

Jennifer E. Anderson, Gaylord
Special Education: Autism Spectrum Disorder
Advisor: Dr. Karen Eastman

Mariah B. Anderson, Pequot Lakes
Communication Disorders
Advisor: Dr. Megan Mahowald

Luke M. Audette, Belle Plaine
Educational Leadership
Advisor: Dr. Candace Raskin

Amy J. Baasch, West Fargo, North Dakota
Reading
Advisor: Dr. Peggy Ballard

Anna R. Bauer, Bloomington
Counseling and Student Personnel
Advisor: Dr. Tracy Peed

Nicole R. Bell, Blue Earth
Counseling and Student Personnel
Advisor: Dr. Diane Coursol

Laura Bermudez Jurado, Colombia
Experiential Education
Advisor: Dr. Julie Carlson

Tammy J. Bettermann, Zumbrota
Early Childhood Special Education
Advisor: Dr. Aaron Deris

Brooke A. Binner, Eagan
Communication Disorders
Advisor: Dr. Bonnie Berg

Bethany G. Bishop, Rapid City, South Dakota
Communication Disorders
Advisor: Dr. Megan Mahowald

Stephanie C. Bove, Saint Peter
Communication Disorders
Advisor: Dr. Bonnie Berg

Erin L. Brackey, Albert Lea
Reading
Advisor: Dr. Peggy Ballard

Annie C. Brecht, Cold Spring
Communication Disorders
Advisor: Dr. Megan Mahowald

Daniel J. Carlson, Lakeville
School Health Education
Advisor: Dr. Marge Murray-Davis

Molly K. Cedergren, Mankato
Counseling and Student Personnel
Advisor: Dr. Diane Coursol

Kathryn N. Clay, Mankato
Counseling and Student Personnel
Advisor: Dr. Jacqueline Lewis

David M. Cox, Mankato
Educational Leadership
Advisor: Dr. Julie Carlson

Bethany R. Degner, Owatonna
Counseling and Student Personnel
Advisor: Dr. John Seymour

Katlyn J. Delaney, Rochester
Educational Leadership
Advisor: Dr. Jason Kaufman

Michelle Devens, Mankato
Counseling and Student Personnel
Advisor: Dr. Richard Auger

Anna L. Dibley, Minneapolis
Reading
Advisor: Dr. Peggy Ballard

Lexi M. Dierauer, Elk Mound, Wisconsin
Communication Disorders
Advisor: Dr. Bruce Poburka

Sidney E. Dirks, Madison Lake
Exercise Physiology
Advisor: Dr. Jessica Albers

Erin E. Donovan, West Branch, Iowa
Counseling and Student Personnel
Advisor: Dr. Ann Miller

Victoria L. Dreyer, Colorado Springs, Colorado
Education Technology
Advisor: Dr. Qijie Cai

Kristi A. Easley, Mason City, Iowa
School Health Education
Advisor: Dr. Marge Murray-Davis

Zachery R. Eichler, Cottage Grove
Counseling and Student Personnel
Advisor: Dr. Ann Miller

Kelsey M. Ellingson, North Mankato
Counseling and Student Personnel
Advisor: Dr. Diane Coursol

Bailey K. Farrell, Waconia
Communication Disorders
Advisor: Dr. Bonnie Berg
Benjamin N. Faugstad, Mankato
Teaching & Learning
Advisor: Dr. Kathleen Foord

Courtney L. Ferry, Wausau, Wisconsin
Exercise Physiology
Advisor: Dr. Jessica Albers

Nicole J. Fiala, Williams
Reading
Advisor: Dr. Peggy Ballard

Shelby A. Flegel, Benson
Counseling and Student Personnel
Advisor: Dr. Ann Miller

Stephanie M. Forster, Centerville
Special Education: Learning Disabilities
Advisor: Dr. Dana Wagner

Sara J. Fox, Hanover
Communication Disorders
Advisor: Dr. Bruce Poburka

Wendy M. Fredrickson, Jackson
Teaching & Learning
Advisor: Dr. Kathleen Foord

Jonathan M. Friday, Wells
Educational Leadership
Advisor: Dr. Julie Carlson

Ryan M. Gebur, Mankato
Athletic Training
Advisor: Patrick Sexton

Megan M. Genz, Waconia
Early Childhood Special Education
Advisor: Dr. Aaron Deris

Caitlyn D. Gerchak, Mankato
Reading
Advisor: Dr. Peggy Ballard

Heidi M. Gillmore, North Mankato
Counseling and Student Personnel
Advisor: Dr. Helena Stevens

Alexis R. Gleason, Owatonna
Reading
Advisor: Dr. Peggy Ballard

Sadira Glendenning, Minneapolis
Experiential Education
Advisor: Dr. Julie Carlson

Ty A. Haley, Owatonna
Counseling and Student Personnel
Advisor: Dr. Jacqueline Lewis

Kristina A. Hanson, Elkton
Communication Disorders
Advisor: Dr. Megan Mahowald

Shonita L. Harper, North Mankato
Educational Leadership
Advisor: Dr. Jason Kaufman

Alexandra T. Hartman, Mankato
Exercise Physiology
Advisor: Dr. Jessica Albers

Britney N. Hayes, Mankato
Counseling and Student Personnel
Advisor: Dr. Kerry Diekmann

Jenna M. Hess, Champlin
Counseling and Student Personnel
Advisor: Dr. Richard Auger

Rachel M. Hicks, Eden Prairie
Educational Leadership
Advisor: Dr. Candace Raskin

Samantha R. Hildreth, Johnston, Iowa
Educational Leadership
Advisor: Dr. Julie Carlson

Michele A. Hoerdt, Bloomington
Communication Disorders
Advisor: Dr. Bonnie Berg

Peter J. Hoks, Bloomington
Special Education: Learning Disabilities
Advisor: Dr. Andrew Johnson

John F. Holland, Mankato
Exercise Physiology
Advisor: Dr. Mary Visser

Steph Houlihan, Elysian
Early Childhood Special Education
Advisor: Dr. Aaron Deris

Emma D. Horner, Minneapolis
Early Childhood Special Education
Advisor: Dr. Aaron Deris

Kathryn J. Humphrey, Shorewood
Counseling and Student Personnel
Advisor: Dr. Richard Auger

Debra M. Irrgang, New Hope
Early Childhood Special Education
Advisor: Dr. Aaron Deris

Erin E. Janda, North Mankato
Communication Disorders
Advisor: Dr. Bonnie Berg

Myles M. Johnson, Painesdale, Michigan
Educational Leadership
Advisor: Dr. Scott Wurdinger

Susanna A. Kahnke, Janesville
Counseling and Student Personnel
Advisor: Dr. Karin Lindstrom Bremer

Michael A. Kantor, Columbia Heights
Exercise Physiology
Advisor: Dr. Jessica Albers

Diana A. Kemper, Kimball
Elementary Education
Advisor: Dr. Karen Colum

Theodore M. Ketter, Brooklyn Park
Counseling and Student Personnel
Advisor: Dr. Richard Auger

Spencer J. Klevan, Mankato
Exercise Physiology
Advisor: Dr. Jessica Albers

Kallen R. Knott, Lonsdale
Counseling and Student Personnel
Advisor: Dr. Helena Stevens

Juliet C. Koegel, Roseville
Special Education: Learning Disabilities
Advisor: Dr. Sean Wachsmuth

Kiyomasa Komatsu, Japan
Athletic Training
Advisor: Patrick Sexton

Megan Kremin, Burnsville
Early Childhood Special Education
Advisor: Dr. Aaron Deris

Luke M. Krynski, Mankato
Exercise Physiology
Advisor: Dr. Mary Visser

Whitney D. Kuehn, Mankato
Reading
Advisor: Dr. Beth Beschorner
Angelica Louise Lapus, Corona, California
Communication Disorders
Advisor: Dr. Bruce Poburka

Cindy R. Laverdure, Fargo, North Dakota
Reading
Advisor: Dr. Beth Beschoner

Andrew Lawton, Oakdale
Educational Leadership
Advisor: Dr. Jason Kaufman

Sydney M. Lester, Gulfport, Mississippi
Athletic Training
Advisor: Dr. Patrick Sexton

Erika J. Lieser, Slayton
Early Childhood Special Education
Advisor: Dr. Aaron Deris

Mackenzie L. Madsen, Prior Lake
Reading
Advisor: Dr. Peggy Ballard

Cheryl L. Matson, Eden Prairie
Early Childhood Special Education
Advisor: Dr. Aaron Deris

Michelle C. Maurer, Victoria
Special Education: Learning Disabilities
Advisor: Dr. Alexandra Panahon

Kelly N. McMahon, Eagan
School Health Education
Advisor: Dr. Marge Murray-Davis
Thesis: Using the Health Belief Model to Assess Undergraduate College Students’ Knowledge and Perceptions of Human Papillomavirus in Order to Better Understand Vaccine Intentions

Emily A. Menk, Eagle Lake
Counseling and Student Personnel
Advisor: Dr. Jacqueline Lewis

Caitlin M. Miller, Plato
Communication Disorders
Advisor: Dr. Bonnie Berg

Samantha J. Minter, Janesville
Counseling and Student Personnel
Advisor: Dr. John Seymour

Chatou Moua, Maplewood
Educational Leadership
Advisor: Dr. Scott Wurdinger

Joseph N. Muchungu, Maplewood
Community Health
Advisor: Mark Windschitl

Amy E. Muehlenhardt, North Mankato
Experiential Education
Advisor: Dr. Julie Carlson

Anita Mulari, Mankato
Counseling and Student Personnel
Advisor: Dr. Tracy Peed

Jade M. Mussehl, North Branch
Communication Disorders
Advisor: Dr. Hs inhuei Chiou

Tyler J. Nelson, Hayfield
Athletic Training
Advisor: Patrick Sexton

McKensie A. Nielsen, Detroit Lakes
Special Education Autism Spectrum Disorder
Advisor: Dr. Karen Eastman

Taylor M. Nippoldt, Belle Plaine, Education Technology
Advisor: Dr. Carrie Chapman

Lyndee E. Nohner, Janesville
Special Education
Advisor: Dr. Karen Eastman

Emily E. Norell, Gaylord
Educational Leadership
Advisor: Dr. Candace Raskin

Kelsey B. Notara, Woodbury
Counseling and Student Personnel
Advisor: Dr. John Seymour

Emily J. Novak, Manitowoc, Wisconsin
Exercise Physiology
Advisor: Dr. Jessica Albers

Jacqueline J. Ohman, Forest Lake
Communication Disorders
Advisor: Dr. Bruce Poburka

Emeka V. Okoro, Nigeria
Community Health
Advisor: Mark Windschitl

Kari A. Olson, Eagan
Reading
Advisor: Dr. Peggy Ballard

Kelsey L. Otto, Redwood Falls
Communication Disorders
Advisor: Dr. Megan Mahowald

Rhonda R. Petrowiak, Granada
Special Education: Emotional Behavior Disorders
Advisor: Dr. Andrew Johnson

Rebekah A. Pitassi, Emily
Educational Leadership
Advisor: Dr. Julie Carlson

Heather L. Plagge, Kasson
Communication Disorders
Advisor: Dr. Bonnie Berg

Slater K. Powell, Hamilton, Montana
Exercise Physiology
Advisor: Dr. Jessica Albers

Mary A. Powers Mach, Louisburg, North Carolina
Library Media Education
Advisor: Deborah Jesseman

Lisa A. Provost, Prior Lake
Counseling and Student Personnel
Advisor: Dr. Richard Auger

Tori L. Raimann, New Richland
Counseling and Student Personnel
Advisor: Dr. John Seymour

Kari Rasmussen, Verona, Wisconsin
Counseling and Student Personnel
Advisor: Dr. Tracy Peed

Nicole M. Rechtzigel, Apple Valley
Communication Disorders
Advisor: Dr. Megan Mahowald

Leah E. Rode-Mulder, Welcome
Education Technology
Advisor: Dr. Carrie Chapman

Cassidy L. Ross, Sartell
Communication Disorders
Advisor: Dr. Bruce Poburka

Megan M. Scherber, Prior Lake
Educational Leadership
Advisor: Dr. Jason Kaufman
John M. Schmitt, Waukesha, Wisconsin
Counseling and Student Personnel
Advisor: Dr. Diane Coursol

Alyssa M. Schroeder, Austin
Special Education
Advisor: Dr. Karen Eastman

Mallory E. Schweim, North Mankato
Counseling and Student Personnel
Advisor: Dr. Jacqueline Lewis

Rebecca B. Share, Maple Grove
Counseling and Student Personnel
Advisor: Dr. Kerry Diekmann

Stephanie E. Siatsis, Mankato
Counseling and Student Personnel
Advisor: Dr. Helena Stevens

Breanna M. Steele, Eagan
Education Technology
Advisor: Dr. Carrie Chapman

Kim M. Stevermer, Easton
Education Technology
Advisor: Dr. Carrie Chapman

Kimberly K. Stevermer, Mankato
Special Education
Advisor: Dr. Karen Eastman

Jamie L. Streich, North Mankato
Early Childhood Special Education
Advisor: Dr. Aaron Deris

Larry E. Tate, Jr., New Hope
Educational Leadership
Advisor: Dr. Candace Raskin

Sandra J. Tautges, Fort Ripley
School Health Education
Advisor: Dr. Marlene Tappe

Emily K. Templeton, Rochester
Early Childhood Special Education
Advisor: Dr. Aaron Deris

Gao K. Thao, Saint Paul
Experiential Education
Advisor: Dr. Julie Carlson

Bonnie R. Theis, Bloomington
Counseling and Student Personnel
Advisor: Dr. Ann Miller

Nicole M. Thompson, Benson
Counseling and Student Personnel
Advisor: Dr. Tracy Peed

Breanna M. Tofteland, Brandon, South Dakota
Community Health
Advisor: Dr. Joseph Visker
Thesis: Assessing the Relationship between Parenting Styles and Dietary Behaviors among Young Adults

Whitney M. Wager, Bloomington
Communication Disorders
Advisor: Dr. Megan Mahowald

April D. Wallace, Luverne
Teaching & Learning
Advisor: Dr. Kathleen Foord

Amber J. Warrick, Grand Rapids
Reading
Advisor: Dr. Peggy Ballard

Katelyn N. Weed, Lino Lakes
Exercise Physiology
Advisor: Dr. Mary Visser

Simon J. Williams, Burnsville
Counseling and Student Personnel
Advisor: Dr. Kerry Diekmann

Julia A. Young, Madelia
Early Childhood Special Education
Advisor: Dr. Aaron Deris

Binnan Yu, China
Athletic Training
Advisor: Dr. Patrick Sexton

Nicole Zitur, Hugo
Education Technology
Advisor: Dr. Carrie Chapman

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN NURSING

Margaret A. Bach, Mankato
Nursing Science
Advisor: Dr. Rhonda Cornell

Srijana Bhandari, Edina
Nursing Science
Advisor: Dr. Hans-Peter De Ruiter
Thesis: American Nursing Students’ Immersion Experience in Ghana: A Qualitative Study

Adam J. Eisenbraun, Rochester
Nursing Science
Advisor: Dr. Nicole Schmitz

Maria P. Gaz, Rochester
Nursing Science
Advisor: Dr. Amy Haycraft

Jessica A. Lemker, Forest Lake
Nursing Science
Advisor: Dr. Amy Haycraft

Katie M. Schaufler, Rochester
Nursing Science
Advisor: Dr. Amy Haycraft

Shailynn N. Shiple, Int’l Falls
Nursing Science
Advisor: Dr. Rhonda Cornell

Sarah M. Tupper, Woodbury
Nursing Science
Advisor: Dr. Rhonda Cornell
SUMMA CUM LAUDE

Allison J. Anderson, Family Consumer Science
Sarah K. Bates, Family Consumer Science Education
Hannah J. Bergstrom, Dental Hygiene
Jessica M. Boespflug, Communication Disorders
Cassidy B. Breer, Family Consumer Science Education
Dillon J. Bruxvoort, Exercise Science
Amy E. Clark, Dental Hygiene
Mackenzie Dahl, Exercise Science
Kelly A. Delacruz, Family Consumer Science Education
Tiana H. Dixon, Communication Disorders
Kristin L. Elsbernd, Exercise Science
Kaitlyn E. Felsheim, Recreation, Parks & Leisure Services
Nicole J. Fricke, Dental Hygiene
Meghan M. Gavin, Communication Disorders
Kristen L. Heesch, Nursing
Michelle A. Hoff, Recreation, Parks & Leisure Services
Lauren L. Johnson, Dental Hygiene
Lauren Kizlik, Exercise Science
Amelia R. Kjos, Nursing
Anna Koenecke, Recreation, Parks & Leisure Services
Madison M. Mueller, Communication Disorders
Rachel A. Neubauer, Nursing
Brenna R. Oberg, Family Consumer Science
Sydney E. Orr, Community Health
Karl K. Peterson, Nursing
Katelyn M. Pike, Nursing
Thea M. Rogers, Nursing
Callie J. Rohlik, Exercise Science
Anna L. Ruel, Family Consumer Science
Stacy J. Smidt, Family Consumer Science
Kailee R. Steen, Nursing
Margreth Sutphen, Nursing
Sydney S. Tapp, Dental Hygiene
Angela M. Tell, Communication Disorders
Sean C. Thomez, Exercise Science
Joshua M. Weakly, Community Health
Jenny M. Wiesner, Nursing

MAGNA CUM LAUDE

Jessica N. Adrian, Nursing
Stirling E. Adrian, Nursing
Leah M. Anderson, Family Consumer Science
Logan A. Anderson, Exercise Science
Megan E. Atchinson, Nursing
Lexi M. Banwart, Exercise Science
Seth D. Bass, Exercise Science
Jessica M. Bode, Recreation, Parks & Leisure Services
Allison M. Boelter, Communication Disorders
Allison M. Boelter, Family Consumer Science
Hanna E. Bosma, Nursing
Haley J. Carver, Recreation, Parks & Leisure Services
Young Hwan Choi, Exercise Science
Nancy J. Christianson, Family Consumer Science
Alyssa C. Clubb, Recreation, Parks & Leisure Services
Lindsey A. Coleman, Sport Management
Amanda M. Conway, Exercise Science
Isabella V. Crespo, Sport Management
Cassidy C. Dahl, Exercise Science
Hilary M. Day, Nursing
Abby R. Deeth, Nursing
Hannah N. Domaas, Nursing
Mikayla Ebert, Sport Management
Mary L. Ecker, Nursing
Madison J. Eggermont, Health & Physical Education
Kari M. Engeltal, Dental Hygiene
Sarah E. Etter, Dental Hygiene
Caitlin E. Fahy, Nursing
Aubree A. Florey, Nursing
Retta B. Gavin, Community Health
Alyssa J. Gibson, Nursing
Courtney M. Goble, Nursing
Hannah K. Gosen, Exercise Science
Emily J. Gulden, Dental Hygiene
Katelyn J. Halbur, Nursing
Miranda R. Hanson, Alcohol & Drug Studies
Kaelea R. Hasselstrom, Alcohol & Drug Studies
Zachary A. Hendrickson, Nursing
Mykaela J. Henrickson, Recreation, Parks & Leisure Services
Elizabeth M. Herrick, Family Consumer Science
Alyssa L. Hill, Nursing
Myah M. Holinka, Family Consumer Science
Haley R. Johnson, Community Health
Ashley M. Jones, Dental Hygiene
Ingrid M. Karlsrud, Family Consumer Science Education
Adrianne A. Kirschenman, Family Consumer Science
Lexi C. Knudsen, Communication Disorders
Katelyn A. Koska, Dental Hygiene
Rachel D. Kutzler, Community Health
Jenna N. Lahlum, Recreation, Parks & Leisure Services
Nhi Lam, Community Health
Christopher M. Larson, Exercise Science
Emma M. Laudenbach, Communication Disorders
Pa Z. Lee, Family Consumer Science
Amber L. Lenartz, Nursing
Teela L. Lener-Shaw, Nursing
Brittney A. Lentsch, Dental Hygiene
Chase L. Lester, Exercise Science
Karli J. Levchak, Family Consumer Science
Micah M. Link, Family Consumer Science
Nichole H. Lohrke, Dental Hygiene
Nicole Luppino, Recreation, Parks & Leisure Services
Katelynn L. Malecha, Exercise Science
Amanda L. Martin, Exercise Science
Kianna D. Martinson, Communication Disorders
Tamra L. Masog, Health & Physical Education
Morgan A. Matthaei, Nursing
Mackenzie M. McCarthy, Communication Disorders
Marissa F. McNallan, Exercise Science
Jordan K. Meyer, Exercise Science
Lauren G. Meyer, Nursing
Penelope I. Nelson, Alcohol & Drug Studies
Via M. Ness, Dental Hygiene
Maggie R. O’Connor, Family Consumer Science Education
Cassidy A. Olson, Nursing
Ciara M. Olson, Nursing
William Olson, Sport Management
Rachel E. Purcell, Dental Hygiene
Mackenzie L. Reinke, Exercise Science
Alexis A. Reynolds, Family Consumer Science
Jessica R. Rowley, Alcohol & Drug Studies
Ashley A. Schaefer, Communication Disorders
Leah E. Schroepfer, Dental Hygiene
Benjamin J. Schuller, Recreation, Parks & Leisure Services
Miranda C. Schultz, Dental Hygiene & Sport Studies
Katherine R. Sherman, Family Consumer Science
Hannah L. Sieberg, Family Consumer Science
Madison P. Sjelin, Nursing
Samantha J. Slater, Community Health
Karalyn A. Southwick, Nursing
Brian J. Spicer, Recreation, Parks & Leisure Services
Michael P. Spielvogel, Exercise Science
Lane Y. Stabler, Dental Hygiene
Mariah A. Stein, Exercise Science
Madison S. Swenson, Nursing
Cassandra J. Thompson, Dental Hygiene
Kaylee A. Vanderhoff, Communication Disorders
Kristen N. Vigil, Communication Disorders
Megan J. Voss, Recreation, Parks & Leisure Services
Chelsey R. Wersal, Dental Hygiene
Brittany A. Wickoren, Communication Disorders
Sai Yang, Nursing
Elin L. Zempe, Alcohol & Drug Studies
Amanda J. Zupfer, Community Health

**CUM LAUDE**

Quinn D. Ahern, Exercise Science
Elizabeth L. Anderson, Sport Management
Joy L. Anderson, Dental Hygiene
Thomas Asper, Communication Disorders
Nicholas A. Baum, Recreation, Parks & Leisure Services
Alexander T. Beck, Sport Management
Teresa M. Becker, Nursing
Holly F. Becking, Exercise Science
Katherine R. Behnke, Nursing
Beverly J. Bischof, Exercise Science
Sydney R. Blum, Family Consumer Science
Derrick J. Connor, Family Consumer Science
Karleen J. Doering, Nursing
Travis W. Dolf, Sport Management
Autumn C. Dose, Exercise Science
Mitchel A. Enos, Nursing
Charles W. Erickson, Family Consumer Science
Elizabeth M. Erickson, Community Health
Serena A. Failor, Nursing
Jacqueline K. Frederickson, Alcohol & Drug Studies
Courtney R. Fruchey, Family Consumer Science
Kayla M. Giannini, Family Consumer Science
Bretta L. Gonzales, Exercise Science
Dallas E. Gonzales, Sport Management
Ashley A. Greene, Dental Hygiene
Kiana I. Groves, Family Consumer Science
Kelsey J. Hanefeld, Sport Management
Lila M. Hanzel, Nursing
Michaela D. Haraldson, Alcohol & Drug Studies
Hannah N. Harris, Nursing
Margaret J. Holcombe, Community Health
Margaret J. Holcombe, School Health Education
Amanda M. House, Communication Disorders
Kacie J. Hunt, Alcohol & Drug Studies
Sarah A. Jacobson, Nursing
Allyson J. Johnson, Dental Hygiene
Mikayla L. Jones, Exercise Science

Krystal Klicka, Community Health
Kirsten M. Kruizenga, Family Consumer Science
Tarin T. Kuball, Recreation, Parks & Leisure Services
Rebecca J. Lang, Communication Disorders
Sarah K. Legatt, Dental Hygiene
Tess R. Leland, Family Consumer Science
Adam J. Loisel, Alcohol & Drug Studies
Keyanna R. McGowan, Exercise Science
Breanna L. Morrise, Exercise Science
Paige L. Oberle, Community Health
Chaydon J. O’Fallon, Exercise Science
Richard Pepper, Alcohol & Drug Studies
Eric A. Petersen, Sport Management
Kaitlin M. Pleffer, Family Consumer Science
Olivia L. Phillips, Recreation, Parks & Leisure Services
Connor R. Rautio, Health & Physical Education
Carly D. Rose, Exercise Science
Larissa M. Rohlik, Family Consumer Science
Selena S. Roman, Recreation, Parks & Leisure Services
Mitchell R. Ruedy, Exercise Science
Cara C. Ryan, Nursing
Jacob J. Ryan, Sport Management
Elizabeth J. Schmidt, Dental Hygiene
Emily E. Schmidt, Recreation, Parks & Leisure Services
Katherine M. Schroeder, Community Health
Jack M. Simota, Exercise Science
Samantha M. Smith, Exercise Science
Ashley A. Sommer, Community Health
Brittany K. Sunder, Family Consumer Science
Sheng Thao, Family Consumer Science
Mackenzie R. Vanbuskirk, Nursing
Hailey A. Vosberg, Communication Disorders
Jessica C. Weide, Family Consumer Science
Jessica L. Weis, Communication Disorders
Emma K. Wittchow, Sport Management
Kim T. Zahn, Family Consumer Science
Kylie K. Zellmann, Communication Disorder
DEPARTMENT OF DENTAL HYGIENE
Professor Angela Monson, Chairperson
Joy L. Anderson, BS, Warroad
Hannah J. Bergstrom, BS, Thief River
Hilary M. Bottema, BS, Adams
Amy E. Clark, BS, Onalaska, Wisconsin
Alexandra L. Decker, BS, Jackson, Wisconsin
Karii M. Emboltz, BS, River Falls, Wisconsin
Sarah E. Etter, BS, Oakdale
Nicole J. Fricker, BS, Maple Grove
Ashley A. Greene, BS, Mankato
Emily J. Gulden, BS, New Ulm
Allyson J. Johnson, BS, Apple Valley
Colleen A. Volenberg, BS, Stoughton
Cassandra J. Thompson, BS, Blue Earth
Leah E. Schroepfer, BS, Saint Peter
Elizabeth J. Schmidt, BS, Chaska
Angela Rayl, BS, Alpine, California
Mallory M. Regan, BS, Wahpeton
Amber N. Klingaman, BS, Denver, Colorado
Kathryn E. Stoltzman, BS, Good Thunder
Andrea E. Steele, BS, Mankato
Stacy J. Smidt, BS, Sioux Falls, South Dakota
Hannah L. Sieberg, BS, Eagle Lake
Katherine R. Sherman, BS, Rochester
Karen J. Levchak, BS, Hanover
Retta B. Gavin, BS, Mankato
Allyson C. Grunklee, BS, Claremont
Alyssa L. Zakrzewski, BS, Oakdale
Tiffany Mueller, BS, Lake in the Hills, Illinois
Via M. Ness, BS, Eagan
Kayla A. Anderson, BS, Atwater
Leah M. Anderson, BS, Eden Prairie
Sarah K. Bates, BS, New Carlisle, Indiana
Sydney R. Blum, BS, Maple Grove
Allison M. Boelter, BS, Winona
Cassidy B. Breer, BS, Rushford
Jordan G. Cavello, BS, Minnetonka
Nancy J. Christianson, BS, Wells
Derrick J. Connor, BS, Owatonna
Kelly A. Delacruz, BS, Lake Crystal
Jacob D. Ellmann, BS, Annandale
Charles W. Erickson, BS, Bloomington
Courtney R. Fruchey, BS, Owatonna
Kayla M. Giannini, BS, Oakdale
Sarah M. Gilleland, BS, Eagan
Kiana I. Groves, BS, Saint Paul
Mai K. Hang, BS, Minneapolis
Hannah V. Herman, BS, Mountain Lake
Elizabeth M. Herrick, BS, Franklin, Wisconsin
Myah M. Holinka, BS, Fulda
Taysia M. Howard, BS, Plymouth
Phillip M. Huisenga, BS, Spencer, Iowa
Miranda C. Kane, BS, La Crosse, Wisconsin
Ingrid M. Karstard, BS, Saint Peter
Adrienne A. Kirschenman, BS, Sioux Falls, South Dakota
Kirsten M. Kruizenga, BS, Hudson, Wisconsin
Kalli R. Larrabee, BS, Rogers
Pa Z. Lee, BS, Saint Paul
Tess R. Leland, BS, Maple Grove
Karli J. Levchak, BS, Hanover
Micah M. Link, BS, Shakopee
Anna M. Long, BS, Plymouth
Marissa R. Marcotte, BS, Blaine
Ashley E. Meister, BS, Lakeville
Alexa R. Nash, BS, Mentorville
Brenna R. Oberg, BS, Hastings
Maggie R. O’Connor, BS, Leclaire, Iowa
Kennedy L. O’Reilly, BS, Lakeland
Kaetlin M. Pfeffer, BS, Inver Grove Heights
Kelsey J. Price, BS, Anoka
Alexis A. Reynolds, BS, Pella, Iowa
Larissa M. Rohlik, BS, Wabasso
Anna L. Ruel, BS, Zimmerman
Elizabeth M. Rummel, BS, New Ulm
Tori Sauther, BS, Stevens Point, Wisconsin
Tevyn J. Schmidt, BS, Mankato
Katherine R. Schmidt, BS, Rochester
Hannah L. Sieberg, BS, Eagle Lake
Stacy J. Smidt, BS, Sioux Falls, South Dakota
Andrea E. Steele, BS, Mankato
Kathryn E. Stoltzman, BS, Good Thunder
Brittany K. Sunder, BS, Burnsville
Kayla E. Taylor, BS, Lakeville
Sheng Thao, BS, Saint Paul
Jamie Thompson, BS, Spring Valley
Kelsey N. Wall, BS, Hampton
Jessica C. Weide, BS, Owatonna
Megan M. Westermayer, BS, Mankato
Kim T. Zahn, BS, Sioux Falls, South Dakota
Alyssa L. Zakrzewski, BS, Oakdale

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH SCIENCE
Professor Marlene Tappe, Chairperson
Kimberly A. Aanestad, BS, Minnetonka
Lina Y. Adem, BS, Mankato
Sara P. Aguilar, BS, Medelia
Femata Amara, BS, Brooklyn Center
Hans K. Amy, BS, Dennison
Isaiah J. Baptizaz, BS, Madison Lake
Jessica S. Beech, BS, Madison Lake
Melina S. Chanthanouvong, BS, Elk River
Joshua L. Christianson, BS, Mankato
Seth G. Dahle, BS, Mankato
Gabriela A. Davalos, BS, Blaine
Jodi L. Deviers, BS, Mankato
Samantha M. Dimmerman, BS, Eagle Lake
Brittney A. Dufesne, BS, Cottage Grove
Tera A. Dulac, BS, Owatonna
Jacqueline P. Dupre, BS, Elk River
Madison J. Eggermont, BS, Owatonna
Elizabeth M. Erickson, BS, Eagan
Derek M. Fisterwalder, BS, Mankato
Kayla A. Forsythe, BS, Mankato
Jacqueline K. Frederickson, BS, Blue Earth
Samantha M. Hartman, BS, Newton, Iowa
Kaela E. Hasselstrom, BS, Farmington
Rachel E. Hegseth, BS, Hamburg
Margaret J. Holcombe, BS, Shakopee
Grace A. Hume, BS, Coon Rapids
Kacie J. Hunt, BS, Faribault
Hanan M. Jamali, BS, Mankato
Kacie J. Hunt, BS, Faribault
Kelsey N. Wall, BS, Hampton
Jessica C. Weide, BS, Owatonna
Megan M. Westermayer, BS, Mankato
Kim T. Zahn, BS, Sioux Falls, South Dakota
Alyssa L. Zakrzewski, BS, Oakdale

DEPARTMENT OF FAMILY CONSUMER SCIENCE
Professor Heather Von Bank, Chairperson
Allison J. Anderson, BS, Pine Island
Emily E. Anderson, BS, Anoka
Joy L. Anderson, BS, Warroad
Hannah J. Bergstrom, BS, Thief River
Hilary M. Bottema, BS, Adams
Amy E. Clark, BS, Onalaska, Wisconsin
Alexandra L. Decker, BS, Jackson, Wisconsin
Karii M. Emboltz, BS, River Falls, Wisconsin
Sarah E. Etter, BS, Oakdale
Nicole J. Fricker, BS, Maple Grove
Ashley A. Greene, BS, Mankato
Emily J. Gulden, BS, New Ulm
Allyson J. Johnson, BS, Apple Valley
Colleen A. Volenberg, BS, Stoughton
Cassandra J. Thompson, BS, Blue Earth
Leah E. Schroepfer, BS, Saint Peter
Elizabeth J. Schmidt, BS, Chaska
Leah M. Anderson, BS, Eden Prairie
Sarah K. Bates, BS, New Carlisle, Indiana
Sydney R. Blum, BS, Maple Grove
Allison M. Boelter, BS, Winona
Cassidy B. Breer, BS, Rushford
Jordan G. Cavello, BS, Minnetonka
Nancy J. Christianson, BS, Wells
Derrick J. Connor, BS, Owatonna
Kelly A. Delacruz, BS, Lake Crystal
Jacob D. Ellmann, BS, Annandale
Charles W. Erickson, BS, Bloomington
Courtney R. Fruchey, BS, Owatonna
Kayla M. Giannini, BS, Oakdale
Sarah M. Gilleland, BS, Eagan
Kiana I. Groves, BS, Saint Paul
Mai K. Hang, BS, Minneapolis
Hannah V. Herman, BS, Mountain Lake
Elizabeth M. Herrick, BS, Franklin, Wisconsin
Myah M. Holinka, BS, Fulda
Taysia M. Howard, BS, Plymouth
Phillip M. Huisenga, BS, Spencer, Iowa
Miranda C. Kane, BS, La Crosse, Wisconsin
Ingrid M. Karstard, BS, Saint Peter
Adrienne A. Kirschenman, BS, Sioux Falls, South Dakota
Kirsten M. Kruizenga, BS, Hudson, Wisconsin
Kalli R. Larrabee, BS, Rogers
Pa Z. Lee, BS, Saint Paul
Tess R. Leland, BS, Maple Grove
Karli J. Levchak, BS, Hanover
Micah M. Link, BS, Shakopee
Anna M. Long, BS, Plymouth
Marissa R. Marcotte, BS, Blaine
Ashley E. Meister, BS, Lakeville
Alexa R. Nash, BS, Mentorville
Brenna R. Oberg, BS, Hastings
Maggie R. O’Connor, BS, Leclaire, Iowa
Kennedy L. O’Reilly, BS, Lakeland
Kaetlin M. Pfeffer, BS, Inver Grove Heights
Kelsey J. Price, BS, Anoka
Alexis A. Reynolds, BS, Pella, Iowa
Larissa M. Rohlik, BS, Wabasso
Anna L. Ruel, BS, Zimmerman
Elizabeth M. Rummel, BS, New Ulm
Tori Sauther, BS, Stevens Point, Wisconsin
Tevyn J. Schmidt, BS, Mankato
Katherine R. Sherman, BS, Rochester
Hannah L. Sieberg, BS, Eagle Lake
Stacy J. Smidt, BS, Sioux Falls, South Dakota
Andrea E. Steele, BS, Mankato
Kathryn E. Stoltzman, BS, Good Thunder
Brittany K. Sunder, BS, Burnsville
Kayla E. Taylor, BS, Lakeville
Sheng Thao, BS, Saint Paul
Jamie Thompson, BS, Spring Valley
Kelsey N. Wall, BS, Hampton
Jessica C. Weide, BS, Owatonna
Megan M. Westermayer, BS, Mankato
Kim T. Zahn, BS, Sioux Falls, South Dakota
Alyssa L. Zakrzewski, BS, Oakdale

12:00 P.M. PROGRAM
DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN PERFORMANCE

Professor Lynnette Engeswick, Chairperson

Quinn D. Ahern, BS, Plainfield, Illinois
Camille I. Anderson, BS, Austin
Elizabeth L. Anderson, BS, Lucas
Logan A. Anderson, BS, Cottage Grove
Katelyn R. Tollefson, BS, Albert Lea
Kaoshoua Thao, BS, Savage
BreeAnna F. Strouf, BS, Lyle
Erin L. Zempel, BS, Mankato
Amanda J. Zupfer, BS, New Ulm

DEPARTMENT OF RECREATION, PARKS AND LEISURE SERVICES

Professor Rachelle Fuller, Chairperson

Will J. Anderson, BS, Delano
Madison M. Bacon, BS, Mankato
DEPARTMENT OF SPEECH, HEARING AND REHABILITATION SERVICES
Professor Bonnie Berg, Chairperson
Thomas Asper, BS, South Saint Paul Allison M. Boelter, BS, Winona Jessica M. Boesplug, BS, Lino Lakes Tiana H. Dixon, BS, Onalaska, Wisconsin Meghan M. Gavin, BS, Carver Amanda M. House, BS, Rochester Lexi C. Knudsen, BS, Richfield Emily A. LaCasse, BS, North Saint Paul

SCHOOL OF NURSING
Professor Julia Hebenstreit, Chairperson
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Sarah J. Lindquist, BS, Farmington
Susan M. Madison, BS, Minneapolis
Nicole K. Magee, BS, Savage
Morgan A. Matthaei, BS, Salem, South Dakota
Amy E. Mattke, BS, Huron, South Dakota
Katherine D. May, BS, Saint Louis Park
Samuel L. Membe, BS, Burnsville
Kyndra J. Meyer, BS, Madelia
Lauren G. Meyer, BS, Gibbon
Othman K. Mohamed, BS, Minneapolis
Shylah A. Morris, BS, Elysian
Nche Mou Bayong, BS, Inver Grove Heights
Rachel A. Neubauer, BS, Waterford, Wisconsin
Erin J. Nordstrom, BS, Hopkins
Judith A. Okoth-Dogo, BS, Rochester
Brittany L. Olson, BS, Hutchinson
Cassidy A. Olson, BS, Wells
Ciara M. Olson, BS, Winnebago
Francesca A. Olson, BS, Mankato
Miriam O. Ongeta, BS, Shakopee
Katie L. Orsucci, BS, Mound
Emmaculate A. Payne, BS, Cottage Grove
Pisey Pech, BS, Eden Prairie
Heather M. Penland, BS, Jordan
Karlye K. Peterson, BS, Hudson, Wisconsin
Katie N. Peterson, BS, Rosemount
Michael L. Pickrell, BS, Eagan
Amanda A. Pierson, BS, Eagan
Katelyn M. Pike, BS, Brownsdale
Lindsey C. Pratt, BS, Saint Paul
Amanda N. Preston, BS, Prior Lake
Jennifer L. Raines, BS, Mankato
Akawak A. Regassa, BS, Saint Louis Park
Derek D. Rieke, BS, New Ulm
Thea M. Rogers, BS, Woodbury
Rebecca J. Rohl, BS, River Falls, Wisconsin
Cara C. Ryan, BS, Apple Valley
Cynthia M. Schult, BS, Inver Grove Heights
Jayme C. Scott, BS, Bloomington
Lori J. Seamans, BS, Crystal
Calie C. Shemwell, BS, Stillwater
Riley J. Sherman, BS, Rochester
Laura V. Showers, BS, Cannon Falls
Madison P. Sjelin, BS, Saint Michael
Cathleen A. Sletten, BS, Champlin
Angela M. Smith, BS, Grand Rapids
Andria K. Snyder, BS, Eden Prairie
Laure Audrey K. Sonmene, BS, Columbia Heights
Victor P. Soro, BS, Saint Anthony
Karalyn A. Southwick, BS, Janesville
Rene C. Stanley, BS, Saint Louis Park
Kailee R. Steen, BS, Hanover
Heather M. Stuber, BS, Marble
Margreth Sutphen, BS, Le Sueur
Katrina A. Swanson, BS, Farmington
Madison S. Swenson, BS, Chamberlain, South Dakota
Christopher T. Taylor, BS, North Port, Florida
Dani Thomas, BS, Madison Lake
Joni L. Tolman, BS, Claremont
Miranda J. Trick, BS, Hibbing
Kelley J. Upham, BS, Lakeville
Mackenzie R. Vanbuskirk, BS, Forest Lake
Jessica M. Vieths, BS, Goodhue
Leah M. Walters, BS, Mapleton
Mica D. Wamstad, BS, Montevideo
Kyleen E. Waterhouse, BS, Waconia
Ayele M. Weldegebriel, BS, Oakdale
Janae M. White, BS, Rose Creek
Jenny M. Wiesner, BS, Watertown, South Dakota
Sarina N. Wilson, BS, Andover
Steven Wilson, BS, Maple Grove
Sai Yang, BS, Saint Paul
Carrie C. Zuchowski, BS, Owatonna
College of Education
The candidates will be presented by Jean Haar, Dean

SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Nicholas G. Anderson, Aviation
Justin D. Bergemann, Aviation
Kali J. Cummins, Elementary Education
Brooke N. Dunkelberger, Special Education: Academic & Behavioral Strategist
Deanna R. Friend, Special Education: Academic & Behavioral Strategist
Megan E. Gjemse, Special Education: Academic & Behavioral Strategist
Mikayla K. Hempeck, Elementary Education
John T. Lindsey, Jr., Aviation
Kaitlin E. Meger, Elementary Education
Moaed S. Mulla, Aviation
Mariah J. Schwecke, Special Education: Academic & Behavioral Strategist
John J. Seipel, Elementary Education
Nicholas D. Wolbert, Aviation
Kalli A. Woyda, Special Education: Academic & Behavioral Strategist

MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Abdulrahman A. Abulhamail, Aviation
McKayla R. Aubrey, Elementary Education
Alexis Bunting, Special Education: Academic & Behavioral Strategist
Mariah M. Choudek, Special Education: Academic & Behavioral Strategist
Samantha M. Dahl, Special Education: Academic & Behavioral Strategist
Amy P. Delaney, Elementary Education
Alison R. Ellefson, Elementary Education
Michelle L. Fetter, Elementary Education
Adam K. Fleischacker, Special Education: Academic & Behavioral Strategist
Megan E. George, Elementary Education
Courtney L. Glazier, Special Education: Academic & Behavioral Strategist
Kaitlyn M. Gudmundson, Elementary Education
Laura J. Hermansen, Special Education: Academic & Behavioral Strategist
Brittany R. Jensen, Special Education: Academic & Behavioral Strategist
Monroe C. Julius, Elementary Education
Yousef N. Khan, Aviation
Anna E. Marquardt, Elementary Education
Devan K. Masessa, Elementary Education
Lauren A. Meredith, Elementary Education
Mackenzie A. Mrkvicka, Elementary Education
Benedict O. Nwachukwu, Aviation
Kevin M. Olund, Elementary Education
Eric T. Ouren, Special Education: Academic & Behavioral Strategist
Hyeongjun Park, Aviation
Rebecca S. Pauly, Special Education: Academic & Behavioral Strategist
Abby R. Pleiss, Dance Education (K-12)
Makenzie B. Raiber, Elementary Education
Ashley L. Rogers, Elementary Education
Ghaly M. Samman, Aviation
Jade M. Schultz, Special Education: Academic & Behavioral Strategist
Calleena R. Sieberg, Elementary Education
Jessica N. Troutman, Elementary Education
Amy E. Wagner, Elementary Education
Cody R. Willemarck, Aviation

CUM LAUDE
Jessica L. Adams, Aviation
Abdullah K. Alimam, Aviation
Jacob S. Berg, Aviation
Abby M. Chappuis, Special Education: Academic & Behavioral Strategist
Austin A. Edwards, Aviation
Austin L. Gowen, Elementary Education
Amy J. LaRoche, Special Education: Academic & Behavioral Strategist
Michael D. Ness, Aviation
Marina E. Pavek, Elementary Education
Nathan D. Peterson, Elementary Education
Brianna R. Pooley-Haack, Special Education: Academic & Behavioral Strategist
Abigail M. Roemhildt, Elementary Education
Hatem M. Shaikh Omar, Aviation
Adam B. Taylor, Aviation
Chalina R. Whitney, Elementary Education
Anna M. Willems, Elementary Education
Joseph E. Williams, Aviation
DEPARTMENT OF AVIATION
Professor Vincent Winstead, Coordinator

Abdulrahman A. Abulhamail, BS, Saudi Arabia
Jessica L. Adams, BS, Buffalo Center, Iowa
Abdullah K. Alimam, BS, Saudi Arabia
Saud F. Aljahlil, BS, Saudi Arabia
Mohammed A. Alkhuilaidi, BS, Saudi Arabia
Turki Alodailah, BS, Saudi Arabia
Nawaf M. Alsugean, BS, Saudi Arabia
Charles E. Anderson, BS, White Bear Lake
Nicholas G. Anderson, BS, Little Falls
Jacob S. Berg, BS, Coon Valley, Wisconsin
Justin D. Bergemann, BS, Austin
Andrew A. Brandvold, BS, Cottage Grove
Matthew Cade, BS, Viroqua, Wisconsin
Austin A. Edwards, BS, Marshall
Ryan R. Frank, BS, Brainerd
Bradford D. Hartman, BS, New Prague
Rozlyn A. Holasek, BS, Waconia
Abdullah M. Ibrahim, BS, Saudi Arabia
Yousef N. Khan, BS, Saudi Arabia
Lindsey M. Lang, BS, Mankato
John T. Lindsey, Jr., BS, Blue Earth
Mohammed Majed, BS, Saudi Arabia
Abdullah S. Memariji, BS, Saudi Arabia
Daniel J. Mueller, BS, Prior Lake
Moaed S. Mulla, BS, Saudi Arabia
Michael D. Ness, BS, Green Bay, Wisconsin
Benedict O. Nwachukwu, BS, Brooklyn Park
Kody L. Odegaard, BS, Granite Falls
Oladele O. Oriola, BS, Brooklyn Center
Hyeongjun Park, BS, Republic of Korea
Shannon L. Parker, BS, Mankato
Ghaly M. Samman, BS, Saudi Arabia
Joseph Saydeejii, II, BS, Brooklyn Center
Hatem M. Shaikh Omar, BS, Saudi Arabia
Moyosoreoluwa E. Shokunbi, BS, North Saint Paul
Adam B. Taylor, BS, Waseca
Leighton Thron, BS, Stillwater
Cody R. Willemarck, BS, Duluth

Joseph E. Williams, BS, Rosemount
Nicholas D. Wolbert, BS, Milaca
Miky S. Wondimu, BS, Minneapolis
Michael J. Youngs, BS, Eden Prairie
Yusuf A. Yusuf, BS, Minneapolis

DEPARTMENT OF COUNSELING AND STUDENT PERSONNEL
Professor Jacqueline Lewis, Chairperson

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP
Professor Candace Raskin, Chairperson

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATIONAL STUDIES: ELEMENTARY AND EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
Professor Karen Colum, Chairperson

McKayla R. Aubrey, BS, Milaca
Melanie A. Collins, BS, Bloomington
Kali J. Cummins, BS, Saint Peter
Amy P. Delaney, BS, Mankato
Alison R. Ellefson, BS, Mankato
Michelle L. Fetter, BS, Prior Lake
Megan E. George, BS, Woodbury
Austin L. Gowen, BS, Trimont
Kaitlyn M. Gudmundson, BS, Andover
Mikayla K. Hempeck, BS, Mountain Lake
Monroe C. Julius, BS, Hutchinson
Kayla M. Malecha, BS, New Prague
Anna E. Marquardt, BS, Hutchinson
Devan K. Masessa, BS, Esko
Kaitlin E. Meger, BS, Carver
Lauren A. Meredith, BS, Avon
Thomas J. Mision,BS, Eagan
Mackenzie A. Mirkvicka, BS, Brownton
Kevin M. Olund, BS, Farmington
Marina E. Pavek, BS, Mankato
John F. Peters, BS, Prior Lake
Nathan D. Peterson, BS, La Crescent
Mackenzie B. Rainer, BS, Foreston
Abigail M. Roehmlich, BS, Montgomery
Ashley L. Rogers, BS, Roseville
Amanda M. Rooney, BS, Shakopee
Kayli N. Rudeen, BS, Farmington
Phyllicia A. Schindler, BS, Farmington
Marissa F. Schroeder, BS, Marshall

John J. Seipel, BS, Glencoe
Calleena R. Sieberg, BS, Good Thunder
Ashley M. Sodergren, BS, Burnsville
Jessica N. Trautman, BS, North Mankato
Alyssa J. Tschida, BS, Warsaw
Mai Yia Yang, BS, Richfield
Amy V. Wagner, BS, Eden Prairie
Chalina R. Whitney, BS, Madelia
Anna M. Willems, BS, Hamburg

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATIONAL STUDIES: K-12 AND SECONDARY PROGRAMS
Professor Scott Page, Chairperson

DEPARTMENT OF MILITARY SCIENCE AND LEADERSHIP
MAJ Robert Rogers, Chairperson

DEPARTMENT OF SPECIAL EDUCATION
Professor Alexandra Panahon, Chairperson

Douglas R. Boyer, BS, Saint Peter
Alexis Bunting, BS, Indianola, Iowa
Abby M. Chappuis, BS, Faribault
Mariah M. Choudek, BS, Montgomery
Samanth M. Dahl, BS, Montgomery
Laura J. Herrmann, BS, Savage
Brittany R. Jensen, BS, Eagle Lake
Amy J. LaRoche, BS, Faribault
Casey C. Ochiagha, BS, Plymouth
Eric T. Ouren, BS, Mankato
Rebecca S. Pauly, BS, Jordan
Brianna R. Pooley-Haack, BS, Janesville
Keshia M. Reuvers, BS, Owatonna
Jade M. Schultz, BS, New Richland
Mariah J. Schwennke, BS, Gibbon
Samuel P. Uedermann, BS, Foley
Andrea A. Wahlstrom, BS, North Mankato
Kalli A. Woyda, BS, New Prague
Kayla M. Zwieck, BS, Nicollet
MSU Hymn Fanfare

Processional March
Pomp and Circumstance

National Anthem

Greetings

Welcome to the Minnesota State University, Mankato
Alumni Association

Student Speakers

Conferring of Degrees
(Interlude music by xxxxx)

Recessional March*
“Hornpipe” (from Water Music)

Celebration

Musicians:

Kool & The Gang
Orchestrated by Dr. Douglas Snapp
Produced by Dr. Michael Olson

*Audience to remain seated.
Platform Guests

RICHARD DAVENPORT
President
Minnesota State University, Mankato

BASIL AJUO
Board of Trustees
Minnesota State System

LYNN D. AKEY
Associate VP for Institutional Research, Strategy and Effectiveness

MARIA BEVACQUA
Interim Dean of the College of Social and Behavioral Sciences

ANNE DAHLMAN
Actiing Dean of Global Education

BRENDA FLANNERY
Dean of the College of Business

ROBERT FLEISCHMAN
Associate Provost and Associate VP for Academic Affairs

MARK A. JOHNSON
CIO & Vice President for IT Solutions

DAVID P. JONES
Vice President for Student Affairs and Enrollment Management

CHRIS MEYER
President of Minnesota State University, Mankato

HENRY MORRIS
Dean of Institutional Diversity

THOMAS NORMAN
Dean of University Extended Education

JOAN ROCA
Dean of Library Services

ROBERT FLEISCHMAN
Associate Provost and Associate VP for Academic Affairs

MARK A. JOHNSON
CIO & Vice President for IT Solutions

DAVID P. JONES
Vice President for Student Affairs and Enrollment Management

CHRIS MEYER
President of Minnesota State University, Mankato

HENRY MORRIS
Dean of Institutional Diversity

THOMAS NORMAN
Dean of University Extended Education

KENT STANLEY
Vice President for University Advancement

STEPHEN STOYNOFF
Interim Associate VP of Research and Dean of Graduate Education

RICHARD J. STRAKA
Vice President for Finance and Administration

MARILYN J. WELLS
Provost and Senior Vice President for Academic Affairs

GINGER L. ZIERDT
Assistant Vice President for Undergraduate Education

Procession Participants

FACULTY HONOR MARSHALS
Roger Severns, Professor, College of Business
Barbara Keating, Professor, College of Social and Behavioral Sciences

JUNIOR HONOR MARSHALS
Raissa Toure, College of Business
Andreea Bogdan, College of Social and Behavioral Sciences

COLLEGE OF BUSINESS MARCHING FACULTY

PROFESSORS
Queen Booker
Kevin Elliott
Anaam Hasmi

ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS
Kathy Dale
John Kaliski
Byron Pike

ASSISTANT PROFESSORS
Dan Hiebert
Steven Johnson

COLLEGE OF SOCIAL & BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES MARCHING FACULTY

PROFESSORS
Afroza Anwary
Barbara Carson
Colleen Clarke
Christopher Corley
Donald Friend
Debra Gohagan
Annelies Hagemeister
Barbara Keating

ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS
Lori Lahlum
Phillip Miller
Miriam Porter
Emily Stark

ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS
Wayne Allen
Christine Black-Hughes
Angela Jill Cooley
Kathryn Elliott
Woo Suk Jang
Shannon Miller
Patricia Nelson
Frederick Slocum

ASSISTANT PROFESSORS
Ross Aalgaard
Justin Biel
Carl Lafata
Ana Perez

Shawna Petersen-Brown
Jeffery Dennis
Russell Fricano
Carol Glasser
Phillip Larson
Jaime Madden
Christine Mollenkopf-Pigsley

LIBRARY FACULTY
Lisa Baures
Kellian Clink
Daardi Sizemore

ADMINISTRATIVE and SUPPORT FACULTY
John Bulcock
Debra Schulz
College of Graduate Studies
The candidates will be presented by Stephen Stoynoff, Dean.

MASTER OF ACCOUNTING

Tyler J. Hong, Ramsey
Accounting
Advisor: Dr. Ferdinand Siagian

Ashley A. James, Palmer, Alaska
Accounting
Advisor: Dr. Ferdinand Siagian

Erin K. Mesker, Belle Plaine
Accounting
Advisor: Dr. Ferdinand Siagian

Iman M. Nashed, Syria
Accounting
Advisor: Dr. Ferdinand Siagian

Molly D. Quach, Prior Lake
Accounting
Advisor: Dr. Ferdinand Siagian

Michala M. Schramm, Whitewater, Wisconsin
Accounting
Advisor: Dr. Ferdinand Siagian

Madeline R. Taylor, Plymouth
Accounting
Advisor: Dr. Ferdinand Siagian

Yaxuan Yu, China
Accounting
Advisor: Dr. Ferdinand Siagian

Namuun Bayasgalan, Mongolia
Urban Planning
Advisor: Dr. Miriam Porter

Kelly A. Bergstrom, Superior, Wisconsin
Clinical Psychology
Advisor: Dr. Jeffrey Buchanan

Louise Chan, San Jose, California
Industrial/Organizational Psychology
Advisor: Dr. Lisa Perez

Jacob T. Dada, Nigeria
Urban Planning
Advisor: Dr. Miriam Porter

Jaclyn A. Essandoh, Ghana
Urban Planning
Advisor: Dr. Raymond Asomani-Boateng

Elizabeth B. Gibson, Eagan
Clinical Psychology
Advisor: Dr. Eric Sprankle

Katlyn M. Hanson, Hartville, Missouri
Clinical Psychology
Advisor: Dr. Eric Sprankle

Samantha J. Heyne, Burnsville
Industrial/Organizational Psychology
Advisor: Dr. Lisa Perez

Abigail E. Hoy Nissen, Spencer, Iowa
History
Advisor: Dr. Lori Lahlum

Kathryn Ira, Spillville, Iowa
Clinical Psychology
Advisor: Dr. Jeffrey Buchanan

Samantha Kalsow, Shoreview
Industrial/Organizational Psychology
Advisor: Dr. Lisa Perez

Grace M. Kasahara, Bloomington
Clinical Psychology
Advisor: Dr. Daniel Houlihan
Thesis: Gender Differences in Social Media Use and Cyberbullying in Belize

Vanessa J. King, Apple Valley
Gender & Women's Studies
Advisor: Dr. Ana Perez
Thesis: Race, Stigma, and the Politics of Black Girls' Hair

Caroline B. Kinskey, Moorhead
Clinical Psychology
Advisor: Dr. Jeffrey Buchanan
Thesis: The Effects of a Cognitive Training Program for Cognitively Intact Older Adults

Salome A. Kushindana, Baton Rouge, Louisiana
Gender & Women's Studies
Advisor: Dr. Ana Perez

Samuel D. Lawson, Noblesville, Indiana
Industrial/Organizational Psychology
Advisor: Dr. Andrea Lassiter
Thesis: Gender Differences in Development Center Performance in a Healthcare Organization

Gregory S. Lee, San Ramon, California
Clinical Psychology
Advisor: Dr. Daniel Houlihan

Hannah Lee, Los Angeles, California
Industrial/Organizational Psychology
Advisor: Dr. Daniel Sachau

Maryam Moeinian, Iran
Urban Planning
Advisor: Dr. Raymond Asomani-Boateng
Michael Moura, Mankato
Industrial/Organizational Psychology
Advisor: Dr. Lisa Perez

Timothy K. O’Neil, Mankato
Industrial/Organizational Psychology
Advisor: Dr. Lisa Perez

Amanda Perera, Frederick, Maryland
Clinical Psychology
Advisor: Dr. Jeffrey Buchanan
Thesis: Differences in the Perceptions of Gerotranscendence between Certified Nursing Assistants and Older Adults

Ellisbeth R. Schmachtenberger, Fort Collins, Colorado
Industrial/Organizational Psychology
Advisor: Dr. Lisa Perez

Cody Schulte, Waverly, Iowa
Clinical Psychology
Advisor: Dr. Eric Sprinkle

Jessica Self, Vadnais Heights
Industrial/Organizational Psychology
Advisor: Dr. Lisa Perez

Ahmed M. Shiiraar, Mankato
Urban Planning
Advisor: Dr. Raymond Asomani-Boateng

Jeremy R. Solomon, Minneapolis
History
Advisor: Dr. Kathleen Gorman
Thesis: Deepening Divisions: The Influence of Protestant Faith in Civil War Reconciliation

Samuel D. Spencer, Mankato
Clinical Psychology
Advisor: Dr. Jeffrey Buchanan

Kate Taylor, Bloomington
Urban Planning
Advisor: Dr. Russell Fricano

Dylann Ward, Le Sueur
Sociology: General
Advisor: Dr. Barbara Keating
Thesis: The Symbolic U.S. Dollar: An Exploration of Transforming Meanings

Anthony R. Welch, Glencoe
Urban and Regional Studies
Advisor: Dr. Beth Heidelberg

Miao Zhang, Bellevue, Washington
Industrial/Organizational Psychology
Advisor: Dr. Lisa Perez

MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Kyle J. Barker, Eden Prairie
Business Administration
Advisor: Dr. Marilyn Fox

Mark P. Blashack, Nicollet
Business Administration
Advisor: Dr. Marilyn Fox

Adam A. Canaday, North Mankato
Business Administration
Advisor: Dr. Marilyn Fox

Mackenzie R. Dougan, Madison Lake
Business Administration
Advisor: Dr. Marilyn Fox

Ben G. Johnson, Minneapolis
Business Administration
Advisor: Dr. Marilyn Fox

Chantill A. Kahler Royer, Fairmont
Business Administration
Advisor: Dr. Marilyn Fox

Atibordee Kongprepan, Thailand
Business Administration
Advisor: Dr. Marilyn Fox

Amanda L. Kruse, Mankato
Business Administration
Advisor: Dr. Marilyn Fox

Busara Kunajitpimol, Thailand
Business Administration
Advisor: Dr. Marilyn Fox

Samuel C. Putrah, Mankato
Business Administration
Advisor: Dr. Marilyn Fox

PROFESSIONAL SCIENCE MASTER’S

Stephanie C. O’Brien, Maplewood
Geographic Information Science,
Advisor: Dr. Donald Friend

MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

Adedamola O. Aina, Nigeria
Public Administration
Advisor: Dr. Kevin Parsneau

Kaysin H. Birik, Saint Paul
Public Administration
Advisor: Dr. Jeffrey Granberg-Rademacker

Chuol D. Dak, Mankato
Public Administration
Advisor: Dr. Jeffrey Granberg-Rademacker

Fardowsa O. Egal, Minneapolis
Public Administration
Advisor: Dr. Jeffrey Granberg-Rademacker

Travis E. Higgs, Mankato
Public Administration
Advisor: Dr. Kevin Parsneau

Ronald A. Holbeck, Jordan
Public Administration
Advisor: Dr. Jeffrey Granberg-Rademacker

Katrina Ortloff, Minneapolis
Public Administration
Advisor: Dr. Kevin Parsneau

MASTER OF SCIENCE

Joshua B. Anderson, Bagley
Anthropology
Advisor: Dr. Ronald Schirmer

Serena N. Boyce, Mankato
Sociology: Human Services, Planning & Administration
Advisor: Dr. Donald Ebel

Clayton G. Anzalone, Mankato
Geography
Advisor: Dr. Donald Friend

Jonathan C. Graves, Eagle Lake
Geography
Advisor: Dr. Rama Mohapatra
Miriah C. Hager, New Ulm
Anthropology
Advisor: Dr. Kathryn Elliott

Zachary T. Hilgendorf, Reedsburg, Wisconsin
Geography
Advisor: Phillip Larson

Andrew C. Hill, Nicollet
Geography
Advisor: Dr. Martin Mitchell
Thesis: Agricultural Intensification in the Midwest: Impacts on Regional Surface Humidity

Janessa A. Jandt, Owatonna
Sociology: Human Services, Planning & Administration
Advisor: Dr. Sarah Epplen

Megan J. Karsten-Knoll, Saint Paul
Anthropology
Advisor: Dr. Kathryn Elliott

Devon J. Libby, Mankato
Geography
Advisor: Dr. Phillip Larson
Thesis: Assessing Historical Platform Channel Change in an Altered Watershed with Quantification of Error and Uncertainty Present in a GIS/Aerial Photography-Based Analysis: Case Study: Minnesota River, Minnesota, USA

K Lighty, Mankato
Gender & Women's Studies
Advisor: Dr. Laura Harrison

George N. Moochi, Hopkins
History
Advisor: Dr. Agnes Odinga-Oluoch

Janine E. Ray, Woodbury
Cross-Disciplinary Studies
Advisor: Dr. Carlos Panahon

Johnathon T. Salfer, North Mankato
Geography
Advisor: Dr. Woo Suk Jang

Alissa R. Shape, Andover
Gender & Women's Studies
Advisor: Dr. Shannon Miller
Thesis: Cultural Competency for Native Women at Southern Minnesotan Anti-Violence Advocacy Programs

Jaclyn A. Skinner, Rochester
Anthropology
Advisor: Dr. Ronald Schirmer
Thesis: Understanding Complex Late and Terminal Woodland Sites in the Red Wing, Minnesota, Area

Paul J. Tatting, Saint Louis Park
Geography
Advisor: Dr. Woo Suk Jang

Anne Y. Van, Sioux City, Iowa
Gender & Women's Studies
Advisor: Dr. Laura Harrison

Rachel A. Walden, Mankato
Anthropology
Advisor: Dr. Kathryn Elliott
College of Business
The candidates will be presented by Brenda Flannery, Dean.

**SUMMA CUM LAUDE**

Rasheed A. Al Arami, Accounting
Chelsey J. Ehleringer, Management
Caprice C. Gelidon, Accounting
Michael G. Hoff, Marketing
Jacquelyn R. Jones, Marketing
Katherine M. Kalenberg, Management
Jenna M. Kaukjarvi, Management
Josseline M. Lopez, Accounting
Rachel N. Lueck, Accounting
Rachel N. Lueck, Marketing
Julie A. Monsen, Management
Heather M. Natterstad, Accounting
Connor J. Power, Finance
Michael E. Rehm, Finance
Rebecca A. Tricker, Marketing
Diego Villalpando de la Garza E., Finance
Christian M. Wiersma, Accounting

**MAGNA CUM LAUDE**

Salma A. Abdelhamid, Finance
Daniel J. Adamany, Finance
Dolly Baruah, International Business
Kathryn M. Bidulka, Accounting
Ryan J. Corrigan, Marketing
Haley M. Doan, Marketing
Caleb D. Ebeling, Finance
Macarena Garcia Soto, International Business
Joshua W. Harris, Finance
Lindsey R. Hendrickson, Marketing
Annie B. Huynh, Marketing
Lucas J. Jackson, Finance
Kyle A. Johnson, Finance
Misaki Kawano, Finance
Andrew J. Kelley, Finance
Makayla R. Kroenke, Management
April N. Lackas, Marketing
Sara A. Maslakow, Accounting
Marla A. McDonough, Marketing
Dayton C. Meacham, Marketing
Zoey T. Nguyen, Accounting
Lauren N. O’Brien, Finance
Lauren N. O’Brien, Accounting
Malaika F. Paye, Marketing
Cody H. Pinewski, Management
Cody H. Pinewski, Marketing
Cory T. Rickheim, Marketing
Blake M. Ross, Accounting
Blake M. Ross, Finance
Shelbi M. Schadendorf, Marketing
Matthew D. Simon, Accounting
Tyler J. Stoffel, Accounting
Courtney L. Van De Velde, Marketing
Antonio V. Vesselinov, Finance
Julia R. Walton, Marketing
Alex H. Wilison, Finance
Kyle D. Yerges, Management

**CUM LAUDE**

Mohammad A. Alfawzani, Accounting
Emmalee L. Benz, Accounting
Sajjal S. Bhakta, Management
Charles W. Borneham, Management
Nathaniel I. Branwall, Finance
Dylan A. Bruehl, Management
Aaron Caswell, Finance
Janice Chen, Accounting
Kyndal D. Cox, Marketing
Sydney J. Dunski, Marketing
Amy E. Fuller, Marketing
Nicole T. Haarstad, Management
Joseph M. Haugh, Management
Katherine A. Henning, Management
Shun Ito, Management
Hansol Kim, Marketing
Morgan Larson, Management
Ryan E. Lindquist, Finance
Ryan E. Lindquist, Accounting
Taylor A. Livermore, Management
Jack E. Livingston, Finance
Ryan P. Malecha, Finance
Timothy L. Marthart, Finance
Logan J. McKenzie, Finance
Brett A. Meyer, Accounting
Ashley M. Niss, Marketing
Jason M. Obinger, Finance
Samantha V. O’Hara, International Business
Samantha V. O’Hara, Marketing
Justine K. Pasker, Accounting
Colton J. Pasvogel, Management
Thomas R. Patton, Marketing
Alexis R. Pszanka, Accounting
Harley J. Ries, Marketing
Harley J. Ries, Management
Mallory M. Sackey, Marketing
Othmane Sekkat, Finance
Anton M. Spanjers, Marketing
Cameron M. Stone, Management
Sean E. Thielen, Marketing
Clare S. Walker, Management
Grant S. Wilson, Finance
Scott D. Wohnoutka, Marketing
Johnny Tou Lee Xiong, Marketing
Charles R. Anderson, BS, Farmington
Michael A. Ashwill, BS, Saint Cloud
Beau A. Backhaus, BS, Alexandria
Nathaniel I. Branwall, BS, West Lakeland
Blake A. Brekker, BS, Crookston
Aaron Caswell, BS, Owatonna
Ashley G. Chala, BS, Minnetonka
Georges Evrard Coulibaly, BS, Ivory Coast (Cote d’Ivoire)
Mamadou Aliou Diallo, BS, Guinea
Djavlon D. Djamilov, BS, Uzbekistan
Caleb D. Ebeling, BS, Saint Peter
Tyler S. Fandrich, BS, Saint Clair
Chase T. Garvin, BS, Roseville
Grant R. Germsebisch, BS, Madison Lake
David E. Gnonkente, BS, Ivory Coast (Cote d’Ivoire)
Valentyn Gromov, BS, Minnetonka
Cylie A. Hankins, BS, Waterville
Joshua V. Harris, BS, Prior Lake
Carter J. Herrity, BS, Jefferson, South Dakota
Lucas J. Jackson, BS, Emmetsburg, Iowa
Jocelyn Johnson, BS, Woodbury
Kyle A. Johnson, BS, New Prague
Misaki Kawano, BS, Japan
Andrew J. Kelley, BS, Mankato
Kurt A. Klitzke, BS, Montrose
Brach D. Kraus, BS, New Ulm
Kaleb M. Kubat, BS, Waseca
Harrison M. Lausch, BS, Lakeville
Ryan E. Lindquist, BS, Mankato
Jack E. Livingston, BS, Owatonna
Nicholas J. Makovsky, BS, Mankato
Ryan P. Malecha, BS, Northfield
Timothy L. Manhart, BS, Elk River
Logan J. McKenzie, BS, Sioux Falls, South Dakota
Nathaniel M. Nelson, BS, Mankato
Jason M. Obinger, BS, Lino Lakes
Lauren N. O’Brien, BS, Coon Rapids
Tawakalitu F. Olanigbogbo, BS, Nigeria
Christian S. Olson, BS, Mankato
Ayan M. Omar, BS, Saint Peter
Andrew S. Peterson, BS, Owatonna
Cole J. Pope, BS, Waterville
Conor J. Power, BS, Ames, Iowa
Andrew D. Prokop, BS, Cottage Grove
Michaela E. Rehm, BS, Emmetsburg, Iowa
Blake M. Ross, BS, Rosemount
Austen B. Schefers, BS, Waite Park
Othmane Sekkat, BS, Morocco
Samuel E. Slaughter, BS, North Branch
Brooke A. Stewart, BS, Savage
Alex J. Sutton, BS, Inver Grove Heights
Allison M. Theis, BS, Saint Michael
Antonio V. Vesselinov, BS, Belle Plaine
Diego Villalpando de la Garza E, BS, Mexico
David A. Voelker, BS, Mankato
Alex H. Willson, BS, Saint Peter
Grant S. Wilson, BS, New Ulm

DEPARTMENT OF MANAGEMENT
Professor Kathleen Dale, Chairperson

Hannah L. Albers, BS, Mankato
Ahmad E. Aly, BS, Minneapolis
Cameron Amos, BS, Andover
Noah P. Anderson, BS, New Ulm
Francesca Behr, BS, Champlin
Saijal S. Bhakta, BS, Saint Peter
Mitchell A. Boege, BS, Blaine
Charles W. Borneman, BS, Albert Lea
Hanane S. Bouzid Dahouet, BS, Ivory Coast (Cote d’Ivoire)

Hannah Brahan, BS, Eau Claire, Wisconsin
Dylan A. Bruehl, BS, Woodbury
Catherine J. Cagle, BS, Rockford
Carson D. Canedy, BS, Northfield
Brett T. Carlson, BS, Woodbury
Brandon J. Christenson, BS, Willmar
Douglas W. Curtis, Jr., BS, North Mankato
Briana DeGross, BS, Ellsworth, Wisconsin
Dylan R. Dresel, BS, Chisago City
Kelsey L. Eder, BS, Waconia
Chelsey J. Ehleringer, BS, Morris
Samuel L. Eisenberg, BS, Austin
Olivia L. Eustice, BS, Janesville
Feras S. Felemban, BS, Saudi Arabia
Kenna M. Flolo, BS, Benson
Joshua J. Franklin, BS, Saint Peter
Mari M. Gelking, BS, Saint Paul
JeanMarie R. Golden, BS, Appleton
Nicolle T. Haarstad, BS, Hutchinson
Joseph M. Haugh, BS, Prior Lake
Katherine A. Henning, BS, Mound
Chase Y. Hickok, BS, North Mankato
Thor H. Holstad, BS, Albertville
Shun Ito, BS, Japan
Tanner R. Jacobus, BS, Lakeville
Marissa B. Johnson, BS, Oak Grove
Dina F. Kabalawi, BS, N. Mankato
Katherine M. Kalenberg, BS, Buffalo Lake
Jenna M. Kaukjarvi, BS, Finland
Joseph C. Keating, BS, Grand Rapids

DEPARTMENT OF ACCOUNTING AND BUSINESS LAW
Professor Paul Brennan, Chairperson

Rasheed A. Al Arami, BS, Yemen
Mohammad A. Al平淡, BS, Saudi Arabia
Sultan R. Alhumaid, BS, Saudi Arabia
Charles R. Anderson, BS, Farmington
Emmamee L. Benz, BS, Le Center
Kathryn M. Bidulka, BS, Canada
Janice Chen, BS, Mankato
Sydney J. Dunske, BS, East Bethel
Zachary J. Fenske, BS, Howard Lake
Caprice C. Geldon, BS, Mankato
Melanie D. Gordon, BS, Waconia
Blaine S. Henkel, BS, Coon Rapids
Kaleb M. Kubat, BS, Waseca
Ryan E. Lindquist, BS, Mankato
Josseline M. Lopez, BS, Madelia
Rachel N. Lueck, BS, Princeton
Kristen L. Manor, BS, Stillwater
Sara A. Maslakow, BS, Mapleton
Ella L. McGrady-Wiley, BS, Chaska
Brett A. Meyer, BS, Brooklyn Park
Nicholas A. Michels, BS, Saint Peter
Priscilla J. Nabatanzi, BS, Uganda
Heather M. Natterstad, BS, Mankato
Zoey T. Nguyen, BS, Mankato
Lauren N. O’Brien, BS, Coon Rapids
Justine K. Pasker, BS, Mankato
Alexis R. Pszanka, BS, Rapid City, South Dakota
Jackson J. Rachel, BS, Crystal
Blake M. Ross, BS, Rosemount
Haydon D. Schmidt, BS, Rapid City, South Dakota
Matthew D. Simon, BS, Lonsdale
Megan L. Stack, BS, Shakopee
Joel J. Stadem, BS, Willmar
Tyler J. Stoffel, BS, North Mankato
Matthew A. Stricker, BS, Circle Pines
Christian M. Wiersma, BS, Mankato

DEPARTMENT OF FINANCE
Professor Roger Severns, Chairperson

Salma A. Abdelhamid, BS, Egypt
Daniel J. Adamy, BS, Prairie du Chien, Wisconsin
Marc-Arthur Akoiblin, BS, Ivory Coast (Cote d’Ivoire)
DEPARTMENT OF MARKETING AND INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS
Professor Juan (Gloria) Meng, Chairperson

Lydia M. Able, BS, Ivory Coast (Cote D’Ivoire)
Skylar T. Adkins, BS, Stillwater
Elizabeth C. Allen, BS, Eden Prairie
Tanja S. Andersen, BS, Montrose
Eric A. Anderson, BS, Wayzata
Dolly Baruah, BS, India
Mohammed M. Bin Hamsa, BS, Yemen
Bridget M. Bregel, BS, Woodbury
Brett T. Carlson, BS, Woodbury
Salman Chowdhury, BS, Bangladesh
Benjamin M. Christensen, BS, Mankato
Rosalin A. Cobb, BS, Saint Paul
Keaton Collins, BS, Onalaska, Wisconsin
Ryan J. Conito, BS, Lakeville
Keenan P. Corona, BS, Cold Spring
Ryan J. Corrigan, BS, Eden Prairie
Kynthia D. Cox, BS, Arlington, Texas
Haley M. Doan, BS, Savage
Sarah Duwennhoegger, BS, Mahtomedi
Dio Ngome Ebangha Ebot, BS, Cameroon
Lucas J. Etchason, BS, Dodge Center
Amy E. Fuller, BS, Onalaska, Wisconsin
Thomas B. Gadbois, BS, Hugo
Kurt D. Gadient, BS, Pine Island
Macarena Garcia Soto, BS, Mexico
Griffin J. Gartner, BS, Zumbrota
Sydney R. Goodwin, BS, Burnsville
Priscilla I. Gouakou, BS, Ivory Coast (Cote D’Ivoire)
Kelly M. Grove, BS, Burnsville
Jacob L. Grzeszkowiak, BS, Savage
Benjamin R. Gustafson, BS, Lino Lakes
Lindsey R. Hendrickson, BS, Elk River
Michael G. Hoff, BS, Saint Paul
Sean T. Hornig, BS, Rosemount
Annie B. Huynh, BS, North Mankato
Justin D. Irvine, BS, Mankato
Jacquelyn R. Jones, BS, Maple Grove
Natalie A. Keyes, BS, Coon Rapids
Hansol Kim, BS, Republic of Korea
Seung Eui Kim, BS, Republic of Korea
Nathan J. Kime, BS, Maple Grove
Walker W. Knapke, BS, Lakeville
Steven K. Kopenke, BS, Afton
Audelia A. Kouame, BS, Ivory Coast (Cote D’Ivoire)
Miranda E. Kroyer, BS, Prior Lake
Sabrina J. Kruchten, BS, Saint Cloud
April N. Lackas, BS, Davis, South Dakota
Jacob C. Larson, BS, W Lakeeland
Rachel N. Lueck, BS, Princeton
Trent J. Matlock, BS, Inver Grove Heights
Marla A. McDonough, BS, Faribault
Dylan P. Pahl, BS, Lakeville
Thomas R. Patton, BS, Rapid City, South Dakota
Evan T. Nelson, BS, Northfield
Chase G. Nihart, BS, Saint Paul
Ashley M. Niss, BS, Janesville
Devon M. Noehring, BS, Sartell
Samantha V. O’Hara, BS, Saint Cloud
Mallory M. Sackey, BS, Saint Michael
Christmas Perez, BS, Young America
Dovian E. Sayre, BS, Zimmerman
Shelbi M. Schadendorf, BS, Algona, Iowa
Samuel G. Schrauth, BS, Campbellsport, Wisconsin
Karl B. Schulz, BS, Mankato
Jacob H. Seedenburg, BS, Phoenix, Arizona
Colin C. Shoem, BS, Hastings
Lauren E. Skogquist, BS, Elk River
Anton M. Spanjers, BS, Maple Grove
Madison J. Splettstoesser, BS, Delano
Clint J. Sup, BS, Hugo
Admir Suljic, BS, Schaumburg, Illinois
Blake E. Svenson, BS, Stillwater
Sean E. Thielen, BS, Chippewa Falls, Wisconsin
Austin E. Thurmes, BS, Cottage Grove
Rebecca A. Tricker, BS, Faribault
Goldie Grace T. Tugonon, BS, Mankato
SUMMA CUM LAUDE

Shannon E. Bruce, Psychology
Chord W. Buscho, History
Marissa D. DeVit, Social Studies & Education
Bridget M. Forst, Social Work
Jeremy J. Freeman, Anthropology
Chessa L. Goergen, Psychology
Leke Hoxha, Political Science
David J. Johnson, Law Enforcement
Katherine M. Kalenberg, Psychology
Lauren Kizlik, Psychology
McKenzie A. Lampman, Law Enforcement
Jack A. Lindsay, Political Science
Lindsey A. Malcein, Psychology
Michelle L. Manivel, Social Work
Adam A. Omar, International Relations
Samuel P. Orinisten, Sociology
Melissa L. Printup, Psychology
Amanda M. Reasor, Psychology
Autum C. Risch, Psychology
Stephanie R. Robertson, History
Emily C. Roiger, Social Work
Emily C. Roiger, Gender & Women’s Studies
Bethany R. Rykhus, Anthropology
Logan R. Sharp, Law Enforcement
Logan R. Sharp, Political Science
Paige T. Shoutz, Gender & Women’s Studies
Paige T. Shoutz, Psychology
Derek A. Stalcue, Law Enforcement
Benjamin J. Stonehocker, Law Enforcement
Erika Teachout, Political Science
Megan R. Thompson, Psychology
Hannah M. Witzig, Earth Science & Education

MAGNA CUM LAUDE

Santiago A. Acuna, Law Enforcement
Laura J. Berger, Social Work
Brianna K. Bohlmann, Economics
Chelsea J. Calhoon, Corrections
Chelsea J. Calhoon, Law Enforcement
Nicholas J. Cross, Law Enforcement
Alex M. Dauwalter, Psychology
Omele V. Edeh, International Relations
Bridget M. Epps, Social Work
Nicole M. Feragotti, Social Work
Jacklyn A. Gehling, Psychology
Marie A. Howe, Psychology
Tae Woong Hwang, Economics
Andrew J. Kelley, Economics
Jamie K. Kennedy, Social Work
Jonah B. Kenyon, History
Junya Kosaka, International Relations
Kaly Lee, Social Work
Estefania Lujan, Anthropology
Stephanie M. Luna, Gender & Women’s Studies
Cassandra J. Macedo, Gender & Women’s Studies
DJ Macedo, Social Work
Jon B. Margenthaler, Social Studies
Karen Martinez Tinajero, Social Studies & Education
Alexis C. Mau, Law Enforcement
Ashley J. Meyer, Corrections
Ashley J. Meyer, Law Enforcement
Madison M. Moland, Psychology
Kristin N. Mossman, Sociology
Katie J. Nance, Psychology
Baylee R. Nelson, Social Work
Kylie J. Petterson, Social Work
Elizabeth M. Piepho, Economics
Karissa M. Proctor, Social Work
Tyler R. Quast, Psychology
Josephine G. Reiman, Geography: Professional
Jessica R. Rowley, Corrections
Chad M. Saari, History
Sierra R. Sanders, Social Work
Emma L. Schlei, Gender & Women’s Studies
Emma L. Schlei, History
Adelaide C. Schmidt, Geography: Professional
Miranda C. Schultz, Psychology
Taylor E. Scott, Social Work
Bridget L. Stewart, Applied Organizational Studies

CUM LAUDE

Benjamin L. Albert, Geography: Professional
Shannon A. Allie, Psychology
Anastasia N. Atchley, Psychology
William D. Atwill, Psychology
Brooke E. Bardal, Social Work
Matthew J. Borash, Law Enforcement
Kelsey L. Cawiezell, Sociology
Isabella Cock-Villafane, Psychology
Courtney E. Colton, Law Enforcement
Ashlee D. Conley, Social Work
Meghan M. Dauk, Psychology
Cari M. Deming, History
Lindsay A. Dooner, Psychology
Emmalle B. Eide, Social Work
Sean T. Farnham, Law Enforcement
Daniel J. Gardner, Earth Science
Derek J. Gjestson, Law Enforcement
Michaela D. Haraldson, Social Work
Landon D. Harmon, Corrections
Seth M. Heinen, Law Enforcement
Brittney N. Hjelmeland, Psychology
Jeremy R. House, Geography: Professional
Stephanie A. Johnson, Psychology
Ryan R. Kingdon, Law Enforcement
Joshua I. Kingsley, Psychology
Joshua I. Kingsley, Law Enforcement
Yomiyu M. Temesgen, International Relations
Andrew J. Traeger, Law Enforcement
Hallie M. Uhlrich, Anthropology
Monica L. Waite, Geography: Professional
Monica L. Waite, Urban and Regional Studies
Stephanie M. Wallace, Law Enforcement
Charles W. Ward, Political Science
Miranda R. Wolf, Psychology
Seung Hwan Yoon, Political Science
Claire D. Ziegler, Social Work
Kyle J. Ziegler, Geography: Professional
Noah A. Korger, Law Enforcement
Noah A. Korger, Psychology
Quincey R. Krein, Gender & Women’s Studies
Thomas A. Lorendo Jr., Applied Organizational Studies
Liberty S. Lough, Gender & Women’s Studies
Liberty S. Lough, Social Work
Matthew G. Loverink, History
Jenna A. Macziewski, Psychology
Sarah P. Martin, History
Gao Ly Moua, Economics
Fatima A. Musse, Social Work
Myles W. Olson, Psychology
Bailee A. Peterson, Psychology
Monica C. Renner, Psychology
Karla A. Resendiz Dominguez, Geography: Professional
Amanda M. Rieke, Social Work
Cody L. Sandstrom, Psychology
Jillian M. Schemenauer, Political Science

Don W. Jacobs, BS, Bloomington
Adam J. Johnson, BS, Conroe, Texas
Miranda E. Layman, BS, Burnsville
Thomas A. Lorendo Jr., BS, Saint Paul
Steven P. Meendering, BS, Eden Prairie
Cynthia R. Ovadje, BS, Nigeria
Trent D. Palm, BS, Worthington
Shelby H. Ruble, BS, Burnsville
Bridget L. Stewart, BS, Henderson
Savanah Stiefel, BS, Eden Prairie
Amanda M. Thielman, BS, Wayzata
Roger E. Vinge, BS, Shakopee
Mackenzie M. Witzel, BS, Stillwater

Don W. Jacobs, BS, Bloomington
Adam J. Johnson, BS, Conroe, Texas
Miranda E. Layman, BS, Burnsville
Thomas A. Lorendo Jr., BS, Saint Paul
Steven P. Meendering, BS, Eden Prairie
Cynthia R. Ovadje, BS, Nigeria
Trent D. Palm, BS, Worthington
Shelby H. Ruble, BS, Burnsville
Bridget L. Stewart, BS, Henderson
Savanah Stiefel, BS, Eden Prairie
Amanda M. Thielman, BS, Wayzata
Roger E. Vinge, BS, Shakopee
Mackenzie M. Witzel, BS, Stillwater

DEPARTMENT OF ANTHROPOLOGY
Professor Kathleen Blue, Chairperson
Emily B. Evenson, BS, Mankato
Jeremy J. Freeman, BA, Saint Peter
Amber N. Jones, BS, West St. Paul
Pakou Lee, BS, Mankato
Panthia Lee, BS, Mankato
Estefania Lujan, BA, Columbia Heights
Bethany R. Rykhus, BA, Waseca
Mara K. Soupir, BS, Mankato
Hallie M. Uhrich, BA, Custer, South Dakota
Nicolet M. Vevea, BS, Eagan

APPLIED ORGANIZATIONAL STUDIES PROGRAM
Professor Christine Mollenkopf-Pigsley, Director
Rhonda M. Besel, BS, Austin
Aaron P. Eason, BS, Burnsville
Samantha P. Flipp, BS, North Mankato
John C. Frid, BS, South Saint Paul
Trevor S. Heeren, BS, Elk Point, South Dakota

DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMICS
Professor Phillip Miller, Chairperson
Jean Jacques D. Aboule, BS, Ivory Coast
Ivan N. Atchoukeu, BA, Mankato
Nadiat A. AtiTiola, BS, Nigeria
Marietu K. Bagayoko, BS, Mali
Brianna K. Bohlmann, BA, New Ulm
Cody Clark, BS, Waconia
Jesse B. Durfee, BS, Prior Lake
Kathleen M. Foley, BS, Oakland
Tae Woong Hwang, BS, Republic of Korea
Andrew J. Kelley, BS, Mankato
Justin D. Larson, BS, Mankato
Ryan G. Miller, BS, Little Canada
Skyler J. Mollet, BS, Chanhassen

Gao Ly Moua, BA, Maplewood
Jacob L. Olsen, BS, North Mankato
Charles J. Pesch, BS, Minneota
Elizabeth M. Piepho, BS, Mankato
Moussa I. Sanou, BS, Ivory Coast (Cote D’Ivoire)
Zachary S. Schuler, BS, Chaska
Karl T. Stenerson, BA, Cottage Grove
Andrew L. Van Ravenswaay, BS, Belle Plaine
Mark S. Wielgorgren, BS, Raleigh, North Carolina
Joshua A. Wise, BS, Andover

DEPARTMENT OF ETHNIC STUDIES
Professor Kebba Darboe, Chairperson
Emma C. Hall, BS, Farmington

DEPARTMENT OF GENDER & WOMEN’S STUDIES
Professor Shannon Miller, Chairperson
Courtney R. Kittcock, BS, Pequot Lakes
Taylor A. Kvat, BS, Eagan
Kimberly E. Lothse, BS, Raymond
Liberty S. Lough, BS, So. Saint Paul
Stephanie M. Luna, BA, Mankato
Cassandra J. Maceo, BS, New Richland
Emily C. Roiger, BS, New Ulm
Emma L. Schlei, BS, Lamberton
Paige T. Shoutz, BS, Buffalo

Kristen E. Shaw, Psychology
Abigail J. Solland, Corrections
Mara K. Soupir, Anthropology
Mara K. Soupir, History
Nicholas S. Stark, Psychology
Justin R. Stiles, Psychology
Mitchell S. Tersteeg, Law Enforcement
Amanda M. Thielman, Applied Organizational Studies
Austin M. Tretbar, Geography
Courtney J. Turvold, Social Work
Stephanie M. Winter, Psychology
DEPARTMENT OF
PSYCHOLOGY
Professor Andrea Lassiter,
Chairperson
Corey Abernathy, BS, Sumner, Iowa
Miski N. Abshir, BS, Rochester
Shannon A. Allie, BS, West Saint Paul
Anastasia N. Atchley, BS, Mankato
William D. Atwill, BS, Eden Prairie
Jaime Bartels, BS, Shoreview
Alexandra N. Blumhoefer, BS, Winthrop
Benjamin J. Brackelsberg, BS, Saint James
Shannon E. Bruce, BS, Saint James
Alexis A. Burns, BS, Mankato
Sophia M. Carlson, BS, Maple Grove
Isabella Cock-Villafane, BS, Brooklyn Park
Emily A. Cordova, BS, Mendota Heights
Meghan M. Dauk, BS, Madison Lake
Alex M. Dauwalter, BS, North Mankato
Leona C. Diggs, BS, Ramsey
Lindsay A. Dooner, BS, Andover
Stephanie M. Driste, BS, Elk River
Seth J. Elwood, BS, Faribault
Madeline Fields, BS, New London, Wisconsin
Lauren Fish, BS, Eagle Lake
Jessica L. Gadbaw, BS, Hamburg
Jessica R. Gagakuma, BS, Ghana
Stephanie J. Gansen, BS, Shakopee
Jacklyn A. Gehling, BS, East Bethel
Chessa L. Goergen, BS, Dexter
Eric K. Gray, BS, Burns Lake
Kaitlyn I. Helfter, BS, Leland, Iowa
Justin T. Henrich, BS, Saint James
Brittney N. Hjelmeland, BS, Saint Peter
John R. Holt, BS, Mapleton
Marie A. Howe, BS, Grand Rapids
Qendresa Isniqi, BS, Kosovo
Courtney L. Jensen, BS, Elk River
Casey R. Johnson, BA, Rosemount
Stephanie A. Johnson, BS, Rogers
Katherine M. Kalenberg, BS, Buffalo Lake
Benjamin M. Kiecker, BS, Mankato
Sungjin Kim, BS, Republic of Korea
Joshua I. Kingsley, BS, Apple Valley
Lauren Kizlik, BS, Springbrook, Wisconsin
Noah A. Koger, BS, Lakeville
Quincey R. Krein, BS, Forest City, Iowa
Zacharias D. Laughlin, BS, Mankato
Saron T. Leul, BS, Ethiopia
Jordan L. Lueck, BS, Coon Rapids
Breanna L. Lyon, BS, Champlin
Jenna A. Macziewski, BS, Waverly
Lindsey A. Malcein, BS, Eau Claire, Wisconsin
Madison M. Moland, BS, Inver Grove Heights
Tyler Q. Myers, BS, Racine, Wisconsin
Katie J. Nance, BS, Mankato
Denzell D. Oats, BS, Brooklyn Center
Myles W. Olson, BS, Lakeville
Emily A. Paulson, BS, Forest Lake
Bailee A. Peterson, BS, Crystal
Melissa L. Printup, BS, Eden Prairie
Tyler R. Quast, BS, Delano
Amanda M. Reasor, BS, Elk River
Joshua B. Rem, BS, Maple Grove
Monica C. Renner, BS, Sleepy Eye
Autumn C. Risch, BS, Howards Grove, Wisconsin
Gabrielle S. Robinson, BS, Mankato
Samantha A. Robinson, BS, Minneapolis
Abigail L. Roediger, BS, Darwin
Cody L. Sandstrom, BS, Mankato
Miranda C. Schultz, BS, Waconia
Kristen E. Shaw, BS, Faribault
Paige T. Shoutz, BS, Buffalo
Nicholas S. Stark, BS, Waseca
Rachel L. Statz, BA, Shoreview
Justin R. Stiles, BS, Waseca
Amy C. Taylor, BS, Shakopee
Megan R. Thompson, BS, Hutchinson
Alda Tsadwa, BS, Mankato
Elijah D. Vok, BS, Mankato
Shelby A. Vukich, BS, Forest Lake
Stephanie M. Winter, BS, Saint Peter
Miranda R. Wolf, BS, Mankato
Chenglong Xiong, BS, Saint Paul
Bethlehem B. Yegezu, BS, Ethiopia
Hailee G. Zellmann, BS, Norwood Young America
Karen Martinez Tinajero, BS, Owatonna

DEPARTMENT OF
SOCIAL WORK
Professor David Beimers,
Chairperson
McKenzie J. Alfred, BSSW, New Ulm
Brooke F. Bardal, BSSW, Faribault
Laura J. Berger, BSSW, Oconomowoc, Wisconsin
Ashlee D. Conley, BSSW, Waseca
Emmalee B. Eide, BSSW, New Prague
Bridge M. Epps, BSSW, Edina
Nicole M. Feragotti, BSSW, Prior Lake
Bridge M. Forst, BSSW, New Ulm
Michaela D. Haraldson, BSSW, Saint Michael
Jamie K. Kennedy, BSSW, Waseca
Kaly Lee, BSSW, Saint Paul
Liberty S. Lough, BSSW, So. Saint Paul
DJ Macedo, BSSW, Worthington
Danielle E. Maher, BSSW, Ham Lake
Michelle L. Manivel, BSSW, White Bear Lake
Kaltum M. Mohamed, BSSW, Minneapolis
Fatima A. Musse, BSSW, Hopkins
Baylee R. Nelson, BSSW, Hanska
Kylie J. Petterson, BSSW, Owatonna
Karissa M. Proctor, BSSW, Maplewood
Brianna M. Ridd, BSSW, Mankato
Amanda M. Rieke, BSSW, Gibbon
Courtney C. Roach, BSSW, Mankato
Emily C. Roiger, BSSW, New Ulm
Sierra R. Sanders, BSSW, Mellen, Wisconsin
Sophie L. Sandin, BSSW, Litchfield
Patrick A. Schlueter, BSSW, Gaylord
Kenzie K. Schuch, BSSW, Eagle Lake
Taylor E. Scott, BSSW, Owatonna
Courtney J. Turvold, BSSW, Saint Clair
Maddison E. Venberg, BSSW, Wyoming
Stephanie D. Vue, BSSW, Saint Paul
Sarah L. Willette, BSSW, Bricelyn
Maly Xiong, BSSW, Minneapolis
Jennifer S. Yocom, BSSW, Wells
Claire D. Ziegler, BSSW, Mankato

SOCIAL STUDIES
PROGRAM
Professor Kyle Ward,
Director
Zachary J. Bartosh, BS, Windom
Marissa D. DeVWitz, BS, Pine Island
Jon B. Margenthaler, BS, North Mankato
DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY AND CORRECTIONS
Professor Luis Posas, Chairperson

Joseph L. Agre, BS, Corcoran
Melissa M. Blackstad, BS, Faribault
Sarah L. Blasing, BS, Mankato
Rachel M. Bode, BS, North Mankato
Joseph J. Borud, BS, Duluth
Kendra A. Burke, BA, Plymouth
Chelsea J. Calhoon, BS, Milton, Wisconsin
Kelsey L. Cawiezell, BS, Saint Peter
Courtney J. Dudgeon, BS, Sun Prairie, Wisconsin
Paige E. Engelhardt, BS, Saint Clair
Isaiah J. Fails, BS, Owatonna
Latavia M. Ford, BS, Brooklyn Park
Ambriel M. Fulghum, BS, Le Sueur
Lamar L. Gaye, BS, Coon Rapids
Landon D. Harmon, BS, Waterville

Mekedes T. Kebede, BS, Rosemount
Ryan P. Kopolke, BS, Mankato
Nicholas S. Kuempel, BS, Coon Rapids
Taylor A. Kvam, BS, Eagan
Kaitlyn L. Lawler, BS, Blomkest
McKenzie J. Lindberg, BS, Brooklyn Center
Ashley J. Meyer, BS, Mankato
Kristin N. Massman, BS, Winthrop, Iowa
Samuel P. Orinstien, BS, Mound
Dominique J. Revis, BS, Hampton, Virginia
Jessica R. Rowley, BS, Rosemount
Trista M. Rudstrom, BS, Ramsey
Willow B. Schafer, BS, Hector
Abigail J. Solland, BS, Hartland
Morgan R. Svobodny, BS, Granite Falls
Jessica L. Ungs, BS, Mantorville
George S. Usmanov, BS, Eden Prairie
Annabelle G. Vang, BS, Cottage Grove
Lisa Vang, BS, Tracy
Tina Vang, BS, Tracy
Gillian K. Wychor, BS, Rosemount

URBAN AND REGIONAL STUDIES INSTITUTE
Professor Thomas Walkington, Program Coordinator

Elizabeth G. Cap, BS, Faribault
Peter K. Ferderer, BS, Saint Paul
Marcus P. Leach, BS, Red Wing
Brian J. McCann, BS, Plymouth
Sydney Otundo, BS, Burnsville
I Putu S. Prasta, BS, White Bear Lake
Paris M. Segura, BS, Mankato
Matthew L. Simon, BS, Owatonna
Monica L. Waite, BS, Rice Lake, Wisconsin

3:00 p.m. PROGRAM
University-Wide Honors and Distinctions

Baccalaureate students who have achieved high cumulative grade point averages wear gold medallions with colored satin ribbons. Gold ribbons signify summa cum laude (minimum cumulative of 3.8), purple ribbons signify magna cum laude (minimum cumulative of 3.5 admitted before Fall 2015; minimum cumulative of 3.6 admitted Fall 2015 or later), and purple and gold ribbons signify cum laude (minimum cumulative of 3.3 admitted before Fall 2015; minimum cumulative 3.4 admitted Fall 2015 or later).

Members of Phi Kappa Phi wear white satin ribbons decorated with an ancient Greek pattern to symbolize the classical roots of the society. Phi Kappa Phi honors outstanding academic achievement among undergraduates, graduate students, and faculty members.

Graduates of the University’s Honors Program wear gold stoles and medals signifying their achievement of the program competencies of leadership, research and global citizenship. The mission of the honors program is to provide students with exceptional learning opportunities, mentoring relationships and a community of scholars that foster their development as future leaders in a global society.

Members of the Golden Key International Honor Society wear solid blue and gold honor cords or gold honor stole. Membership in Golden Key is conferred upon students who exhibit exceptional scholarship and leadership potential.

International Scholars wear a purple and gold sash with a global emblem. These graduates have gained unique global perspectives either by studying abroad or joining our university from other nations.

Members of the Maverick Army Reserve Officer Training Program (ROTC) wear the red, blue and white cord. The Maverick Army ROTC program trains, develops and commissions students to become 2nd Lieutenants in the Army Reserve, National Guard and Active Army. The graduating students signify the dedication, leadership, teamwork, critical thinking and problem solving required to become future leaders in the Army.

In recognition of their scholarly achievement, each student who presents at the Undergraduate Research Conference (URC) is awarded a medal. A solid green ribbon is in recognition of participation at the URC while a green and gold ribbon highlights recipients of the Foundation Awards.

Presidential Scholars

Each year, Minnesota State University, Mankato seeks incoming first-year and transfer students who demonstrate top academic performance; strong leadership skills; and a commitment to community involvement. Funding for Presidential Scholarships comes from business, estates and individuals through Minnesota and the nation. Minnesota State Mankato honors graduates of the Presidential Scholarship program.

Chord W. Buscho
Presidential Scholar
BA, History/Social Studies

Tyler J. Keller
Presidential Scholar
BS, Mathematics Teaching

Jessica J. Staricka
Presidential Scholar
BA, English

Marissa D. DeWitz
Presidential Scholar
BS, Social Studies Education

Jacob. C. Makela
Klenz Presidential Scholar
BS, Electrical and Computer Engineering

Tyler J. Stoffel
Zeno Presidential Scholar
BS, Accounting

Mary L. Ecker
Lloyd Presidential Scholar
BS, Nursing

Heather M. Natterstad
Jacobson Presidential Scholar
BS, Accounting

Christopher D. Zimmer
Dean’s Presidential Scholar
BS, Mechanical Engineering

Claire C. Jordan
Jenson Presidential Scholar
BS, Biomedical Sciences

Mara K. Soupir
Zeno Presidential Scholar
BA, Anthropology / History
Program Honors and Distinctions

Note: Academic program honors and distinctions are listed in this program. You may see graduates wearing various colored cords or sashes not listed here. These cords or sashes may indicate participation in or affinity to a particular non-academic campus group or organization.

Alpha Lambda Delta is an honor society for first year students earning a 3.5 or higher grade point average in their first year. Alpha Lambda Delta’s mission is to encourage superior academic achievement, to promote intelligent living and a continued high standard of learning, and to assist students in recognizing and developing meaningful goals for their unique roles in society. ALD members wear red and gold honor cords.

Alpha Mu Gamma is a national collegiate honor society for students majoring or minoring in world languages. Minnesota State Mankato’s Beta Zeta chapter was chartered in 1961. The purposes of the Society are to recognize achievement in the field of world-language study; to stimulate a desire for linguistic attainment; to encourage a continuing interest in the study of world languages, cultures and civilizations; and to foster sympathetic understanding of other peoples and international friendship.

Members of the Alpha Delta chapter of Alpha Phi Sigma, the National Criminal Justice Honor Society, wear gold and blue honor cords. Membership in Alpha Phi Sigma is conferred upon Law Enforcement or Corrections majors who exhibit exceptional scholarship and leadership potential.

Members of the Pi Psi chapter of Beta Beta Beta Biological Honor Society, wear green and red honor cords and/or gold medallions. Since its founding in 1922, more than 430 Tribeta chapters have been established in the United States. Membership in Tribeta is conferred to faculty and students dedicated to strong scholastic achievement, the understanding of biological study and extending the boundaries of human knowledge.

Beta Gamma Sigma is the international honor society recognizing the outstanding academic achievements of students enrolled in collegiate business and management programs accredited by AACSB International-The Association to Advance Collegiate Schools of Business. Membership in the Society is the highest recognition a business student anywhere in the world can receive and is denoted by the wearing of blue and gold honor cords.

Gamma Sigma Alpha National Academic Greek Honor Society is committed to the leadership, academic achievement and excellence of Greek members everywhere. We seek to promote success in all academic achievement among the Greek community at Minnesota State. Gamma Sigma Alpha members wear red and gold honor cords.

Members of Delta Sigma Pi, an international co-educational business fraternity, wear entwined purple and gold honor cords. Membership in Delta Sigma Pi is conferred upon College of Business students who exhibit scholarship excellence and superior leadership potential.

Members of Education Minnesota wear gold honor cords to exhibit student involvement, service to the community and the profession, scholarship and leadership potential. The members of the Education Minnesota Student Program believe that the active participation of students in education in the development of educational policy is essential for sound education in a democratic society.

Members of Eta Sigma Gamma, a national health honor society strives in promoting the discipline by elevating the standards, ideals, competence and ethics of professionally prepared men and women in Health Education. They recognize academic achievement and support health education advocacy initiatives. Eta Sigma Gamma members wear gold and green honor cords.

Members of Gamma Theta Upsilon, the International Geographical Honor Society, wear honor cords (one each of blue, gold, and brown) representing the three domains of geography: brown for the Earth, light blue for the Sea, and gold for the sunlight in the Sky. Gamma Theta Upsilon members support geography knowledge and awareness.

Members of Lambda Alpha, the National Collegiate Honor Society for Anthropology, wear a white satin stole with gold lettering. The purpose of this society is to encourage and stimulate scholarship and research in Anthropology by recognizing and honoring superior achievement in the discipline among students, faculty and other persons engaged in the study of Anthropology.

Lambda PiEta honor graduates wear scarlet and white honor cords as symbols of their commitment to scholarship and their demonstrated leadership in communication studies. Lambda PiEta is the official communication studies honor society of the National Communication Association (NCA). Founded in 1985, Lambda PiEta stands for Logos (logic and reasoning), Pathos (emotion) and Ethos (personal ethics and character).

Members of the Maverick Chapter of the National Residence Hall Honorary wear royal blue and white honor cords. These graduates have made outstanding contributions to the residence halls at Minnesota State during their college careers.

Members of the National Student Nurses’ Association (NSNA) wear royal blue and white honor cords. NSNA student leaders honor cords are royal blue, white and gold. The mission of NSNA is to mentor and prepare students for licensure as registered nurses, and to convey the standards, ethics and skills that students will need as responsible and accountable leaders and members of the profession.
The mission for **NorthStar STEM Alliance** is to help underrepresented students receive a baccalaureate degree in science, Technology, engineering and math (STEM) in a five-year period. The Alliance is a partnership with fourteen higher education institutions and three community partners. The NSSA members wear navy blue and white cords.

**Order of Omega** is a leadership Honor Society that recognizes students that have attained a high standard of leadership in inter-Greek activities. They strive to bring together the most representative fraternity and sorority members, and to create an organization which will help mold the sentiment of the institution on questions of local and intercollegiate affairs. Order of Omega members wear ivory and gold honor cords.

**Phi Alpha**, the National Social Work Honor Society, provides an opportunity for closer bonds among students of social work and promotes humanitarian goals and ideals. Phi Alpha fosters high academic standards of education for social workers and invites into membership those who have attained excellence in scholarship and achievement in social work. Members of Phi Alpha wear gold honor cords.

Members of the Epsilon Lambda chapter of **Phi Sigma Pi**, the National co-educational Honor Fraternity, wear purple and yellow stoles. This honor fraternity is for students earning a 3.0 or higher grade point average after the completion of 12 credits. Membership is Phi Sigma Pi is conferred upon several academic majors with the mission to uphold the three values of scholarship, leadership and fellowship.

Members of **Phi Upsilon Omicron**, an Honor Society in Family Consumer Science, wear purple, yellow, and white honor cords. Membership in Phi Upsilon Omicron is conferred upon Family Consumer Science majors who exhibit superior scholarship and leadership potential.

Members of **Pi Delta Phi**, the National French Honor Society, wear red, white and blue honor cords. This honor society recognizes outstanding scholarship in the French language and its literature, increases the knowledge and appreciation of Americans for the cultural contributions of the French-speaking world, and stimulates and encourages French and francophone cultural activities.

Members of the Upsilon Alpha chapter of **Pi Sigma Alpha**, the national political science honorary society, wear brass-finish medallions on broad red ribbons; red, black and white honor cords; or both. The purpose of Pi Sigma Alpha is to encourage excellence in the study of political science, international relations and public administration; to promote social and educational opportunities, as well as scholarly activity for students in these fields.

Members of **Psi Chi**, the National Honor Society in Psychology, wear double cords with tassels of blue and gold along with blue, white, and gold medallions. Psi Chi membership signifies high standards of personal behavior, superior grade point average, and high class rank. The purpose of Psi Chi is to encourage, stimulate, and maintain excellence in scholarship of its members in all fields, particularly in psychology, and to advance the science of psychology.

**Sigma Nu** is an undergraduate college fraternity with a mission to develop ethical leaders inspired by the principles of Love, Honor and Truth, to foster the personal growth of each man’s mind, heart and character, and to perpetuate lifelong friendships and commitment to the Fraternity. Members of Sigma Nu wear Gold, Black, and White cords.

Members of the School of Nursing’s Honor Society Chapter of **Sigma Theta Tau International** (STTI), Mu Lambda, wear orchid and white honor cords. The mission of STTI is to improve the health of people worldwide through the development of nursing knowledge and nurse leaders. Criteria include high grade point average and class rank, academic integrity, and professional leadership potential.

Members of the Chi Iota chapter of **Sigma Tau Delta**, the International English Honor Society, wear cardinal and black honor cords. Sigma Tau Delta has conferred distinction upon outstanding students of the English language and literature in undergraduate, graduate, and professional studies since 1924.

### Symbolism and Tradition

**Procession**
A traditional academic procession introduces the commencement exercises at Minnesota State University, Mankato. The wearing of distinctive apparel as an indication of scholarship and academic rank dates back to the 1300s and was adopted in the United States circa 1900.

**Gown**
The Minnesota State University, Mankato President’s Academic Gown has been specially constructed of heirloom-quality materials for use during formal academic occasions. The bachelor’s gown is relatively simple, falling in straight lines from an elaborate yoke. The master’s gown is distinguished by its longer sleeves. The doctoral gown is purple, elaborately decorated with velvet panels down the front and three bars of matching velvet on the bell-shaped sleeves.
Mortarboard and Tassel
The square “Oxford cap” or mortarboard of serge or broadcloth is worn for most degrees, although a soft tam is also permitted. The tassel that hangs to the side is switched from the right to the left at the moment the degree is awarded. The color of the tassel indicates the college or area from which a student will receive his or her degree.

Hood
The hood is to be worn by graduates of the College of Graduate Studies and Research. The color of the hood worn by Master’s and Doctoral graduates indicates the degree. The velvet edging on the hoods indicate the specialty of study.

Mace
The Minnesota State University, Mankato mace has been made entirely from Minnesota materials in recognition of the value and beauty of the state’s natural resources and people. A university mace symbolizes both the university’s power to overcome ignorance and prejudice by seeking truth, and the power of the university’s president to protect the university and its community from forces opposed to those goals. The mace used in today’s ceremony was commissioned and donated to Minnesota State by Fred and Karin Bock. The mace was created by Phil Swan ’68.

Presidential Medallion
The Minnesota State University, Mankato Medallion is a round bronze piece that features the University seal and is worn around the neck of the President. The University seal is the official representation of Minnesota State University, Mankato, and use of it or its image is reserved for only the most dignified of occasions.

Minnesota State University, Mankato Flag
The Minnesota State University, Mankato flag features the University seal against a field of purple, one of the designated colors of the University. The flag was commissioned in honor of the October 2003 Inauguration of Dr. Richard Davenport to symbolize the President’s chosen direction for his term. The seal is the official representation of Minnesota State University, Mankato and is used sparingly and with dignity. It represents our past and our future and symbolizes our strength and global perspective.

International Flags
The international flags represent countries and sovereign nations of our students. All 11 Minnesota Reservation flags are represented.

Honor Guard
The special honor guard presenting our national colors is from the Department of Military Science Department, Maverick Battalion, Army ROTC.

Minnesota State University, Mankato Alumni Association

Congratulations on your graduation! And welcome to the Minnesota State Mankato Alumni Association, a powerful network of over 122,000 alumni. Our mission is to engage alumni, friends and students in ways that benefit its members and Minnesota State Mankato, through opportunities that stimulate a lifetime of interest, loyalty and support.

As an alumna/us, you’re a vital participant in the future of the University. To help you to maintain the connections you’ve built here at Minnesota State University, Mankato, we’ll soon send you your first issue of TODAY, the University magazine for alumni and friends and the Alumni LINK, our e-newsletter. To ensure that you continue to receive the magazine and the e-newsletter and to stay up-to-date with our alma mater, we invite you to update your contact information with us via e-mail at alumni@mnsu.edu or by logging onto the Alumni web site at www.mnsu.edu/alumni

We celebrate this proud day with you, and look forward to your continued association with Minnesota State Mankato!

Best regards,

Chris Meyer, ’90
President, Alumni Association
University History

Mankato Normal School opened as the state’s second teacher training school in 1868 in downtown Mankato with 27 students. Tuition was free in return for a student’s pledge to teach two years in Minnesota’s schools. Old Main was constructed in 1870, and this marked the beginning of the Valley Campus that would serve the institution for a century. In the 1880s, the school expanded and curriculum grew. In 1921 the school became Mankato State Teachers College, and in 1927 the institution awarded its first four-year degree, a bachelor of education.

In the late 1950s, the school was renamed Mankato State College, and construction began on the 300-acre Highland Campus. The College maintained two locations for several years. In 1975, the College received full university status. Four years later consolidation on the Highland Campus was complete. In 1998, for the fifth time in its 130-year history, the University adopted a new name to reflect expanded service to Minnesota and the nation. Minnesota State University, Mankato continues to gain renown for the quality of its programs and the breadth of its service.

Dr. Richard Davenport, appointed by the Board of Trustees of the Minnesota State Colleges and Universities, assumed his responsibilities as the University’s twelfth president on July 1, 2002. Under Dr. Davenport’s leadership, the University has embraced new strategic priorities; engaged in an academic master planning process; examined its commitment to diversity, and begun to take action to become a more inclusive and welcoming campus; and told our story further and wider than ever before, to legislators, leaders, parents, and alumni throughout the state and the nation.

Minnesota State Mankato offers more than 130 undergraduate programs and more than 85 graduate programs, including masters, specialist and doctoral programs. Our 15,000 students — including more than 1,100 international students from more than 90 countries — and 2,000 faculty and staff represent cultural diversity and a rich mix of intellectual and creative perspectives. Our alumni live and work around the globe, making professional and personal contributions that bring the proud Maverick tradition to new heights.

Minnesota State Mankato in on the Internet at https://mankato.mnsu.edu/.

Celebrating 150 Years of Big Ideas and Real-World Thinking

Minnesota State University, Mankato turns 150 on October 7, 2018—the anniversary of the first day of classes at Mankato Normal School in 1868.

In July 1868, the State Normal School Board authorized the establishment of the second State Normal School in Mankato (the first was in Winona) after the community raised the $5,000 required by state statute. Since then the school has changed names four times. Most of those name changes happened in conjunction with the evolution of the degrees that the school offered, from the first bachelor’s degrees in the 1920s to doctoral degrees in the 2000s. In 1998, the name changed to Minnesota State University, Mankato to reflect the growing national and international presence of the University’s programs.

The University’s physical presence has evolved over the past 150 years as well. In 1870, the Mankato State Normal School building was completed in downtown Mankato. That building, known as Old Main, served as the only campus building until the Laboratory School was built in 1909. Since then more than 40 academic buildings, residence communities, libraries, research facilities, athletic spaces, and a student union have been constructed. The most recent buildings were opened in 2017: the Clinical Sciences Building and the University Dining Center.

Today, Minnesota State Mankato offers more than 130 programs of study—including more than 85 master’s doctoral and certificate programs. It has become known as a university where people expect to go further than they thought possible by combining knowledge and the passion to achieve great things—where big ideas meet real-world thinking.

Please join us in celebrating the University’s sesquicentennial over the next several months. Myriad events have been planned leading up to the actual anniversary, including a week-long celebration that will kick off with a special Homecoming parade in downtown Mankato on September 29, 2018, and culminate with a party on campus on Saturday, October 6. For more information about the sesquicentennial celebrations, please visit www.mnsu.edu/150/.
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Miscellaneous Information

Beverages are available for purchase in the Concession Stand.
Jazzman’s Café in the Centennial Student Union is open today from 8:30 A.M. – 1:00 P.M.
Einstein’s Bagels in Myers Field House hallway is open today from 8:00 A.M. – 2:00 P.M.
Barnes and Noble Bookstore has items for purchase in the hallway outside the arena.
Roses and gifts are available for purchase in the hallway outside the arena. Proceeds go to the Asian American Affairs Association.
Sesquicentennial items are available for purchase in the hallway outside the arena.
Live web streaming services are provided by Minnesota State Mankato’s IT Solutions.
Lost and Found Area is located in Myers Field House - Room MF129.

Photo Opportunities are available (weather permitting): Alumni Arch; Bell Tower; Gateway/Stone Pillars; Minnesota State mound (corner of Stadium and Warren); Fountain (in front of the Library); Flame (in front of Wigley Administration building), etc.
GradImages will be taking individual and family portraits for graduates and their families in the Myers Field House from 7:30 A.M. – 2:30 P.M. No appointment is necessary and portrait sittings are free. GradImages will also be taking three candid photographs of the graduates during the ceremony. You may place orders at www.gradimages.com.
College Receptions

College of Allied Health and Nursing
Pre-Commencement Recognition Ceremony and Reception for CAHN Graduate (Master’s) Students and Families
9:00 –10:00 a.m.
Ostrander Auditorium
The ceremony includes special recognition and/or hooding for students receiving their Master’s degree.

College of Allied Health and Nursing
Pre-Commencement Receptions:
• Dental Hygiene - was held on Friday
• Family Consumer Science: 10:00 A.M. –11:00 A.M., CSU Ballroom North
• Health Science: 10:00 A.M. –11:00 A.M., CSU 253, 254, 255
• Human Performance: 10:00–11:00 A.M., Highland Center 1700 A&B
• Recreation, Parks and Leisure Services: 11:15 A.M. –11:30 A.M., Myers Field House during line-up
• Speech, Hearing and Rehabilitation Services: 10:00 A.M. –11:00 A.M., Clinical Sciences Building Atrium
Graduates will receive a College pin at their respective reception.

School of Nursing
Pre-Commencement Ceremony Reception
Celebrating RN-to-BS Completion and Masters Degree Graduates
10:00 A.M. –11:00 A.M., Centennial Student Union 245
This reception is for the above graduates and their guests to meet with faculty from the School of Nursing and receive a College of Allied Health & Nursing pin.

College of Arts and Humanities
Reception
10:30 A.M. –12:00 P.M.
CSU Hearst Lounge
Graduates and their guests are invited to join the department faculty and staff for refreshments and conversation.

College of Business
Pre-Commencement Reception and Recognition Ceremony
12:00 P.M. Recognition Ceremony
1:00 P.M. Reception
CSU Ostrander Auditorium
Graduates, family and friends are invited to join faculty and staff at a reception and recognition ceremony. Each graduate will be recognized and receive a university pin. The ceremony includes special recognition and/or hooding for students receiving their Master’s degree.

College of Education
Graduate Degree Hooding Ceremony
9:00 A.M. –10:00 A.M. Hooding Ceremony
Earley Center for Performing Arts, Ted Paul Theatre
Reception immediately following ceremony

College of Science, Engineering and Technology
Reception
10:30 A.M. –12:00 P.M.
Main level of Ford Hall - Student Commons area
Graduates, family and guests are invited to join faculty and staff for refreshments.

College of Social and Behavioral Sciences
Reception and Recognition Ceremony
12:15 P.M. Dessert Reception
12:45 P.M. Recognition Ceremony
CSU Ballroom
Graduates, family and friends are invited to join faculty and staff at a reception and recognition ceremony. Each graduate receives special recognition and a College of Social & Behavioral Sciences graduation pin.

Certified Emergency Medical Technicians and/or First Responders are members of the Minnesota State University, Mankato Security staff.

The printed commencement program is a ceremonial publication. The program is not intended to be an official representation of University records. The use of this program to signify completion of a Minnesota State University, Mankato degree is strictly prohibited. This program was designed and printed by Minnesota State University, Mankato Printing Services.

Every effort has been made to ensure accuracy and completeness. We apologize for any omissions, misspellings, or misplaced names. Contact the Office of the Registrar at 507-389-6266 (voice), 800-625-3529 or 711 (MRS/TTY) with questions or corrections for undergraduate degrees. Contact the Office of Graduate Studies at 507-389-5684 (voice), 800-625-3529 or 711 (MRS/TTY) with questions or corrections for graduate degrees.